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Pride Before a Fall
Internal problems, which included heatedbickering between activists and groups,
marred last year's Atlanta Lesbian & Gay Pride. Recent events indicate
that similar problems are carrying over into 1993.
KC WILDMOON
Atlanta—ia Atlanta and the rest of the world last
week, celebrations rang in the new year. For lesbians
and gays, 1993 brings new hope—a new president,
one who uttered the "g" word during his acceptance
speech at the Democratic National Convention, will
be inaugurated on. January 2Q, and that inauguration
brings expectations of improving conditions for the
country's gay and lesbian communities. But in Atlanta, a celebration of a different kind will be inaugurated the day after Bill Clinton takes office: the kick
off party for the 1993 Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride
Celebration will be held at the Terraces Restaurant in
the Georgia World Congress Center. That celebration,
too, brings hopes, expectations, and a world of questions about how this year's Pride committee will deal
with the controversies that surrounded last year's
events.
A look back
Some 60,000 lesbians, gays and supporters took
to the streets last June in the largest Lesbian/Gay Pride
in Atlanta's history—and the fifth largest across the
country for 1992. But that history-making event was
marred by bitter controversy and personal attacks.
While record numbers of celebrants from Atlanta
and the surrounding areas marched down Peachtree
and parried in Piedmont Park, activists and community leaders bickered over speakers, vendors, performers and personalities. Heading the list of complaints
was the Pride committee's ban on political campaign
speeches, a decision that left openly lesbian Georgia
House of-Represehtatives candidate Samantha Claar
off the speakers list.
ACT UP and other AIDS activists jumped into the
foray when Pride co-chair Lynn Cothren was quoted
in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution saying that he
wanted to "give up the ownership of AIDS as a gay
white male to blacks, straight people, Congress and
the president whose responsibility it is to deal with it"
The Pride committee was also sharply criticized
for allegedly trying to censor co-emcee Lea Delaria,
who engendered complaints in 1991 for a routine that
some deemed "offensive." Despite published reports
to the contrary, however, the Pride committee repeatedly denied any attempt at censorship, and lesbian
comic Delaria's routine was as wild as ever.
All of that and more led to a "political rally" on
the steps of the state capital on the day before the
official Pride march. While many speakers spoke about
the local and national issues affecting the lesbian/gay
community, a good portion of the rally was devoted to
the Pride committee's refusal to "let Sam speak,"
referring to the ban on campaign speeches that denied
Samantha Claar a spot on the podium Some speakers

also slammed the committee for its use of straight
vendors and performers at the two day festival.
On Pride Day, a feared stage-storming by Claar
supporters never materialized, largely because scheduled speaker Kelly Patillo gave part of her time to the
controversial candidate. On the Park grounds, loud
arguments between factions occurred, but the anger
never made it to the stage, although emcee Delaria
briefly engaged with an ACT UP demonstrator just off
the stage. During the early portions 4>f the rally, ACT
UP had taken a position directly in front of the stage to
protest Cothren's AJC remarks.
Before and after Pride, some local activists loudly
condemned the Pride committee, especially Cothren.
Privately, in fact almost semi-publicly, some called
him a "demi-god" trying to create his own private
kingdom out of Pride. After the event, however, both
he and fellow co-chair Shelly Robbins announced that
they would not run for reelection to the Pride board.
By the time of Pride board elections on August 20,
only three previous board members ran for reelection.
All three—Dale Biggers, Paul Stone and Hubert
Alexander—were reelected. Only one of the many
people who had complained about last year's Pride ran
for the board. Judy Siff was not elected, but she did
continue to work throughout the fall on the Pride committee.
What now?
The 1993 Pride Board had its work cut out for it.
With participation doubled from 1991 to 1992, and a
jump from 60,000 to 100,000 projected in 1993, the
organize+^began work on restructuring the board and
committee to accommodate the much larger event
Almost immediately a committee—made up of Pride
committee and board members as well as some community leaders—was formed to rewrite the
organization's by-laws.
"This [Pride celebration] has grown so fast," said
committee chair Hubert Alexander. "A few years ago a
small, loosely organized group could do it But that's
not true now."
Changes in the by-laws were approved on December 17, and according to Alexander, "The changes
were pretty extensive."
Thetcommittee worked from September until December on reorganizing both the Pride committee and
its board. At each meeting new drafts were looked over
and further changes made. The final version, Alexander
said, will make the Pride organization more efficient,
and hopefully more reflective of the community at
CONTINUES ON PAGE 17
Photo: Scenes from 1992 Atlanta
Lesbian & Gay Pride
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AtTrestige HEALTH CARE we provide specialized nursing care to
meet the technological advances and the many complicated
treatments and therapies that'are now performed safely at home.

• Infusion Therapy
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•

IV Antibiotics
Enternal Nutrition
Total Parenteral Nutrition
Chemotherapy
Pain control
24-hour Pharmacuticai Service

• Private Duty Nursing
•RN's
•LPN's
• Certified Nursing Assistants

• Intermittent Visits
• Catheter Changes
• Dressing Changes
• Follow-up. Visits

10% OF ALL PROFITS
A ARE DONATED TO A
LOCAL AIDS CHARITIES
"Together We Can Make A Difference"
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For More Details Call
Dan Bull or Suzanne Summerville at

1404-368.0050
5855 Jimmy Carter Boulevard/Suite 237/Norcross, Georgia 30071
Locally Owned and Operated
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Lomax forms gay/
lesbian advisory
committee
Top priority domestic partnership
for Fulton Co. employees
Atlanta—Fulton County Commission
Chair Michael Lomax has formed a Gay &
Lesbian Advisory Committee to discuss issues of concern to the lesbian and gay community.
According to Atalanta, the newletter of
the Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance
(ALFA), the new committee met with

Fulton County Chairman Michael Lomax,
pictured here campaigning for Mayor in
1989, says the gay/lesbian advisory committee is his way of meeting promises to
do more for community.

St. Louis passes
sweeping gay
rights law
St. Louis—While voters in other cities
have loudly debated and sometimes rejected
civil rights protection for homosexuals, St
Louis has quietly adopted one of the strongest gay-rights laws in the nation.
The ordinance, passed unanimously by
the city's Board of Aldermen, drew so little
attention that its adoption went unreported
for two months until the St. Louis-based
Lesbian and Gay News-Telegraph carried a
story on it Dec. 3.
"One doesn't think of St. Louis as being
in the progressive rank of cities," said Jim
Thomas, editor of the News-Telegraph,
which is distributed in five states. But he
said of the law's passage: "We didn't even
have to fight, or even work much."
The law bars discrimination in housing,
credit, employment, education and public
access on the grounds of physical or mental
disability, race, religion, family status and
sexual orientation.
"It clearly is one of the strongest laws of
the 130 we have in the U.S.," said Robert
Bray, a spokesman for the National Gay
and lesbian Task Force in Washington, D.C.
Laws in many other cities and states are
less comprehensive, he said Some may protect homosexuals from housing discrimination, for example, but not job discrimination.
Only 260 miles away, in Kansas City, a
religious group is calling for repeal of a

Lomax on Dec. 16. Betty Irwin, an ALFA
member serving on the advisory committee, wrote that during the meeting, Lomax
"freely admitted that he made promises to
the gay community during the last election
and he has not kept those promises."
The other members of the committee
are Joe Blount, Charlene Cothran, Lynn
Cothren, Ann McAllister, and Duncan
Teague.
Jeff Cheek, Lomax's liaison to the lesbian/gay community, said the formation of
this committee was a top priority.
"I wanted to wait, after I took the job,
until I'd had time to get out and meet more
people," he said. "I'm pleased with this
group. I think we'll be able to work well
together."
Cheek said that domestic partnership
legislation for County employees is the
committee's "number one priority."
"The city has already done a lot of the
work," he said. "And the county is selfinsured, and we have our own pension plan,
so it really all depends on what the commissioners do."
Cheek also said a letter from Lomax to
U.S. Sen. Sam Nunn urging his support of
the repeal of the military's ban on gays and
lesbians came out of the Dec. 16 meeting.
Next, said Cheek, the committee is planning an all-day retreat in early January to
discuss the issues at length. Lomax, Cheek,
the six committee members, and possibly
Commissioner Nancy Boxhill will attend
"Our hope is that, while we probably
won't be covering much new ground at
first, we will move quickly on issues,"
Cheek said
KC WILDMOON

civil rights law that doesn't bar homosexual
discrimination— but could be amended to
do so. It was during debate of the Kansas
City measure that St Louis' new law was
first widely mentioned.
The St Louis board included a clause
in its law to prevent it from being repealed
by referendum, said James Wilson, the
city's lawyer.
Bray said that was unusual and praised
the move.
"Once you have granted civil rights,
you can't take them away by popular vote,"
he said. "Women would still be in the
kitchen; blacks would still be on the plantation."
Mary Ross, the alderwoman who introduced the measure, said she wasn't trying
to be a trailblazer. She simply wanted to
update the city's civil rights protections.
"I think we covered, hopefully, everybody in this legislation (who) could possibly be discriminated against in one manner
or another, and that is the intent," she said.
"It is not a gay-rights thing."
Ross said she wasn't lobbied on the
issue and hasn't received any complaints.
The law also created a civil rights commission, which has the power to investigate, fine violators up to $500 and jail them
for up to 90 days.
I.L. HAZELT0N

Clinton team
supports passage
of federal gay
rights bill

7/1993

order banning sexual orientation discrimination in federal departments and agencies.
Clinton said during the campaign that he
would issue such an order.
Hattoy, who worked on several subject
areas on the transition team, attracted national attention in July when he addressed
the Democratic National Convetion as an
openly gay man with HTV. He served as an
advisor on issues involving gays, AIDS, and
the environment during Clinton's presidential campaign before joining the transition
team last month.
A bill to include sexual orientation under the federal Civil Rights Act was first
introduced into the House of Representatives by former Rep. Bella Abzug (D-NY)
in 1975. The number of Members of Con-

Washington, DC-^President-elect Bill
Clinton's transition team last week completed a domestic policy "opinion paper"
which includes strategies for securing passage of a Congressional bill to~prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.
Robert Hattoy, the transition team's
openly gay deputy director for constituencies, said the opinion paper's section on the
gay-related bill was prepared at the direction of Clinton's top advisors and received
input from gay political groups, members of
Congress, and gay activist attorneys.
"It was never a matter of whether we
should be doing this," said Hattoy. "It was a
matter of how it should be done."
Hattoy said separate groups within the
transition team prepared opinion papers on
AIDS and on Clinton's plan to lift the ban
against gays in the military. Draft copies of
each of the papers have been sent to Little
Rock, Arkansas, where Clinton will review
them and send them back for revision, Hattoy
said.
Clinton's plan to lift the ban against gays
in the military has dominated news media
coverage of Clinton's agenda on gay issues.
While gay political leaders say they consider the military issue a crucial one, they
say they intend to launch an aggressive campaign next year to seek passage of the Congressional bill to ensue equal rights for all
gays.
David Mixner, friend and openly gay adOne major reason, they say, is that anti- visor to Clinton, has briefed transition
gay initiatives, such as the one that passed team officials on the need for passage of
in Colorado and the one that lost in Oregon, the gay and lesbian civil rights bill.
are expected to crop up in other states, forcing gay groups to expend vast sums of money
opposing them. .
"This has the potential of bleeding us gress willing to cosponsor the bill increased
dry," said David Mixner, one of Clinton's gradually from less than a dozen in 1975 to
109 this year. Seventeen Senators have
openly gay campaign advisors.
signed
onto a Senate version of the bill,
Mixner, who works in Los Angeles as a
according
to the Human Rights Campaign
business consultant, said he and other gay
Fund.
representatives briefed transition team offiFifty-one Senators and 227 House memcials on the issues surrounding the Congresbers
are needed to pass the measure.
sional legislation and the strong desire on
Gay rights lobbyists have said they never
the part of Die gay community to see such a
asked
supporters to bring the bill to the floor
bill enacted.
of
the
House or Senate for a vote because
Hattoy and Bert Brandenberg, the offi-'
they
did
not believe the measure had a chance
cial responsible for writing the transition
of
passing.
Similarly, the bill has never
document on the Congressional bill, declined
received
a
formal
hearing by a committee.
to provide specific details of the paper's
Since
it
was
first
introduced by Abzug,
contents, saying they preferred to wait until
the
bill
has
sought
to
amend
the Civil Rights
Clinton receives it early next week.
But the two said the document is in- Act of 1964—the historic measure that protended to provide Clinton and his White hibits discrimination based on race, religion,
House advisors with a series of options on sex, and ethnicity—by adding the term
the content of the civil rights bill and the "sexual orientation."
LOU CHIBARR0, JR.
strategy for persuading Congress to pass it
Reprinted
with permission of
Brandenberg said the document also disThe
Washington Blade
cusses options for a presidential executive
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OUT AND ABOUT?
AMIGO TAKES YOU WHERE THE ACTION IS.

THE ISUZU AMIGO
STARTING AT $10,992

We have one of the largest inventories
in the Southeast and a professional,
courteous staff waiting to serve you.

ISUZU

•

3H3

OLDSMOBILE

•

458-5111
SUZUKI

5675 Peachtree Industrial
Inside 285 In Chamblee

My name is Steven Simon.
I am the President of American Life Resources.
As one of the oldest and largest companies

purchasing life insurance policies for cash from PWAs,
our dedication to enhancing the quality of life of PWAs
continues to set the standards for all others to follow.
Our no-nonsense approach to purchasing life
nsurance policies can make a difference for you

too! Call me at: 1-800-633-0407
NO HASSLES!
NO EXCUSES!
EVER!

American
Ajifepesources
Corporation®

AMERICAN UFE RESOURCES CORPORATION
930 WASHINGTON AVE.-4TH ROOR, MIAMI BEACH. FLORIDA 33139
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THE
EXPERIENCE

Our Next
Atlanta
Workshop Is
January
29, 30, 31

<3

How can we have peace
on earth, with wars going
on inside ourselves?
World peace begins with inner peace. If you're not at
peace with yourself, the idea of world peace probably
seems illusive. It's not. It begins with sharing in a common
vision that we as individuals have the power to love
ourselves and each other unconditionally.
The Experience is a two and a half day workshop presented
in an environment of love, harmony and understanding
which allows you the opportunity to examine and let go
of the inner blocks that prevent you from being an
effective, loving and sharing human being.
THE EXPERIENCE workshops are produced by volunteers in cities all over the country.
THE EXPERIENCE, INC is a non-profit 501 (c)3 educational organization.

TO REGISTER OR I OR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
(404) 365-0317 OR (800) 966-3896
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HIV+ gay dad shouldn't have
custody of child says AL judge
Jemison, AL— A judge returned custody gain custody. She cited as major reasons her
of a 9-year-old girl to her mother after discov- former husband's lack of a job and the fact he
ering the father was infected with HIV.
was undergoing "psychiatric counseling."
Harvey Joe Brown, 34, had been awarded
Brown said that after he was awarded cusfull custody of his daughter last year by a tody of the girl, he learned he had contracted
Georgia juvenile court which found the child the HIV virus. He did not tell anyone inhad been abused by her stepfather.
volved in his case of his physical condition,
But Chilton County Circuit Judge Steve and that played a major role in him losing
Drinkard reversed that decision this month in custody of his child.
a ruling that accused Brown of hiding his true
Drinkard apparently took a dim view of
health status. Brown was ordered to return his Brown's reluctance to disclose his condition.
daughter to his former wife's custody the day The judge said in his order that Brown had
after Christmas.
"cast suspicion on the credibility of his testiBrown has hired an attorney to appeal the mony in... Georgia and in his court regarding
decision to the Alabama Court of Civil Ap- his views toward promiscuity [and] the gay
peals.
'lifestyle."
In the meantime, he said, a psychologist
In his order, Drinkard said he found Mrs.
helped him explain to his daughter Monday White had improved her "parenting skills"
that he is gay and has an incurable disease.
and returning the girl to her custody would
"I want her to know before she goes back "promote the overall general health and wellto her mother after Christmas," he said.
being of the child."
On Nov. 4,1991, a juvenile court judge in
Also, he noted, the stepifather no longer
Gwinnett County, Ga., awarded Brown full lives with Mrs. White.
custody of his daughter. Brown had divorced
The judge did give Brown custody on
the child's mother, Patricia Ann White, in alternating weekends, six weeks during the
1988.
summer and special occasions such as Father's
On June 29, Mrs. White filed a petition in Day. (AP)
Chilton County Circuit Court seeking to re-

Baptists takes strong
stand against gays
Meadowview, VA—A regional Baptist organization in southwestern Virginia has issued a policy statement denouncing homosexuality as sinful.
The board of the Lebanon Baptist Association said the statement was needed to
strengthen a statewide Baptist statement last
month that the church should minister to homosexuals. The Virginia Baptist General Association did not endorse homosexuality.
"We just don'tfeel that it went far enough,"
said Rev. James Meriwether, director of the
Lebanon association.
The group's executive board adopted a
resolution recently saying it was "disturbed
and embarrassed by the failure of the recent
Virginia Baptist General Association to publicly state the sinful and un-Biblical nature of
homosexuality."
The resolution also says the Bible teaches
that homosexuality is unnatural and an example of degrading passion.
"Our purpose is not to condemn people...
but to condemn the practice as sinful,"
Meriwether said. "We don't agree with the
statement that homosexuality is just a lifestyle."
(AP)

Jacksonville gets 10%
of state money Miami
gets for AIDS care
Jacksonville, FL—Ten times as many state
tax dollars go to provide services to people
with AIDS in Miami than to people with AIDS
in Jacksonville, a newspaper has reported.
The average per-patient state funding for
AIDS varies from $2,424 in Miami to $211 in
Jacksonville.
Five regional networks in Florida coordinate health care and services for people with
AIDS and receive a significant part of the
money the state allots for AIDS services.
The budgets of the other three are closer to
Jacksonville's than Miami's: the OrlandoMelbourne network gets $561; the TampaLakeland network, $348; West Palm Beach,
$289.
Critics blame the imbalance on a variety
of factors, the Florida Times-Union reported
last week.

"South Florida got there first and that's
where the money's been going every since,"
said Dick Niemanh, president of the People
with AIDS Coalition of Jacksonville. He also
blamed a lack of attention from North Florida
legislators.
The Northeast Florida network serves
seven counties—Baker, Clay, Duval, Flagler,
Nassau, St. Johns and Volusia—where 1,588
•.1. * T-rvr*
people have been diagnosed with AIDS since
record-keeping began in the early 1980s. (AP)

SC gay minister and
mother die from AIDS
Columbia, SC—The Touchton family must
cope with the loss of a second family member
to AIDS, but the survivors vow to use the
double tragedy in a positve way.
Sarah Touchton died of AIDS in the summer of 1990. She got the virus that causes
AIDS from a blood transfusion. She told
church members that she wanted to open
people's minds and dispel stereotypes.
Her son, the Rev. Robert Tpuchton, used
her message in his sermons and ministry. But
he never told anyone that he, too, had HIV.
On Dec. 18, he died from AIDS.
"My son was gay, and he was in the ministry, and he had to keep it a secret the whole
time," said Bruce Touchton, who was Sarah's
husband and Robert's father.
He and his daughter, the Rev. Zeta
Lamberson, say they believe Robert Touchton
would have wanted them to tell people how
he lived and how he died.
"I have to believe that he didn't expect
anything different," said Rev. Lamberson, a
minister at Peachtree Presbyterian Church in
Atlanta. "I think he just didn't want to be the
one to have to tell people." (AP)

Charlotte chorus
looking for members
Charlotte, NC—Charlotte's gay, lesbian
and gay affirmative chorus, One Voice, is
looking for new members for its 1993 season.
Prospective new members should come to
either the first or second rehearsal of the year,
beginning January 14,1993 and each following Thursday. Rehearsals are held from 7-9
pm at the Holy Trinity Lutheran Church at
1900 The Plaza. For more information, call
(704) 548-0771.
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Aspin Says Lifting Military Ban Against Gays Will Be Made Cautiously:
President-elect Clinton's choice for defense secretary, Rep. Les Aspin (D-WI), says the
policy banning gays from the military "has got some serious flaws," but he warned that
changes would be made "very, very deliberately." Aspin made his comments at a news
conference in which Clinton announced Aspin's nomination. Clinton has promised to repeal
the ban, but has said he would consult military leaders before making a move. Aspin said he
would follow Clinton's lead.
FlPSt Openly Gay Episcopal Minister Dies: The Rev. J. Robert Williams, the first
openly gay minister ordained in the Episcopal Church, died on Christmas Eve in Boston of
an AIDS-related pulmonary infection. He was 37. Williams, who was asked to resign just six
. weeks after his ordination in December 1989, was diagnosed with AIDS in November 1990.
Williams was the author of "Just As I Am: A Practical Guide to Being Out, Proud, and
Christian." Survivors include his partner, Kevin McKowen of Boston, and his father and
stepmother, Bob and Patsy Williams of Abilene, Texas. His body was' cremated and his
ashes scattered over Cape Cod Bay.
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Univ. of Chicago Extends Benefits To Same-Sex Couples: The University of

Chicago will offer health insurance, tuition and other benefits to gay partners of staff and
faculty, one of the few universities in the country to do so. The policy will apply to "couples
who cannot legally marry but who have a long-term commitment to each other and joint
financial obligations," said Henry Webber, assistant vice president for human resources
management. In addition to health insurance and tuition, gay partners will receive the right
to live in university housing and the same gym and library privileges as the spouses of
married staff, faculty or students. The policy was approved by trustees on Dec. 7.
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NY Commission Says Gays Can Inherit Co-ops From Partners: The New York

City Human Rights Commission has ruled that gays have the right to inherit co-op apartments from their partners. Last week's decision, which lawyers and city officials say could
affect thousands of cooperative apartments, extends to gay people the same rights of
inheritance that apply to heterosexual spouses. The case which prompted the ruling involved
a co-op where a gay partner, bequeathed an apartment owned by a companion who died in
1989, was rejected by the co-op board. The co-op president has said the board would appeal
the ruling.
Cambridge, MA Mayor Comes Out: Kenneth Reeves is believed to be the first openly
gay African-American mayor in a U.S. city.
Reeves, who has been a member of the Cambridge, Mass. City Council since 1989 and
was elected mayor by the council this year,
came out on Dec. 11 during an acceptance
speech for a "Friends of the Community"
award given by the Greater Boston Lesbian/
Gay Political Alliance. "I felt it was
duplicitous [and] deceptive...to be accepting
some sort of 'friend to myself' award," he
told the Washington Blade. Reeves, who is a
native of Detroit, also told the Blade that his
sexual orientation is Cambridge's "best
known secret."

New Jersey Church Fears It May Have
To Hire Gays: A New Jersey church that
fears anti-discrimination laws could force it
to hire gays has lost a court battle for an
Kenneth Reeves, openly gay mayor of exemption. The 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of
appeals denied the Orthodox Presbyterian
Cambridge, Mass.
Church's request for a preliminary injunction
barring the state from enforcing a gay and
lesbian civil rights provision against it. The church, which teaches that homosexuality,
bisexuality and heterosexual sex outside marriage are "grievous" sins, argued that its First
Amendment freedom of religious worship might be violated.
Gays And Lesbians Protest Boston Univ. President's Remarks:

A

crowd of gay

and lesbian activists demonstrated last weekend outside Boston University president John
Silber's home in response to comments he made in the Cambridge Chronicle that few
children come from gay or lesbian homes because "lesbians don't produce children, and
neither do gay people produce children." "We're trying to make the point that we do have
children and we want to be respected as families," said Jennifer Firestone, one of the
protestors. Silber was also criticized recently for remarks he made a forum in New York in
which he accused gay activists of forcing their agenda on society at large.
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INTOWN'S GOT IT
A complete line of decorating,
painting, plumbing,
electrical and
gardening
supplies.

Kg|

854 Highland Ave., NE
Atlanta, GA 30306

(404) 874-5619

Store Hours:
Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 8am-6pm, Sun llam-6pm

Happy New Year to all our Mends £ customers!

Bishop Says Homosexuality A 'Basic Disorder': The Catholic bishop of Brooklyn,
describing homosexuality a 'basic disorder," said city school leaders show a lack of "moral
leadership" when they advocate its acceptance. In a televised interview last week, Bishop
Thomas Daily said he thought the avowed purpose of the New York City school's "Children
of the Rainbow" curriculum—which teaches tolerance for gays and lesbians—was being
obscured by an effort to "legitimize" gay lifestyles. In calling homosexuality a disorder,
Daily said, "Just look at them. I don't think you'll argue with me."
WIs. Woman Wins Approval For AIDS Awareness Stamp Design:

A

HISTORIC

LAKEWGDD

ANTIQUES

Madison,

Wis. woman, who spent more than five years trying to persuade the U.S. Postal Service to
issue an AIDS awareness stamp, says her design has been approved for future use. Jean
Anne Hlavacek says federal officials rejected the idea nearly a dozen times before the
national Citizen Stamp Advisory Committee approved the basic design last week. The stamp
features the international symbol for stop—a red circle with a diagonal line through it—over
the word AIDS. The words prevention, education, and compassion are written in two corners
of the stamp. The post office lists the design as "under consideration."
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ANTIQUES SHOW

Fri. 9 am-6 pm
Sat. 9 am-6 pm
Sun. 9 am-5 pm
622-4488
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75/85 to Exit 88 Between

(
City and Airport), East to
the Lakewood Fairgrounds.

Thousands of Unique Antiques, and Collectible Items.
Admission $3.00-Children Free
2nd Weekend Monthly
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and are « n^She information in this free booklet can help you.

FOR A FREE COPY, CALL 1-800-HIV-INFO
We'll mail you a copy or tell you where to get one.

This educational service provided by the American Medical Association, American Academy of Physician Assistants, American College of General Practitioners, American Osteopathic Association, American Social Health Association, American Society
of Internal Medicine, Association of Nurses in AIDS Care, National Association of People with AIDS, National Minority AIDS Council, AIDS Action Committee, Northwest AIDS Foundation, Project Inform, San Francisco AIDS Foundation,
Whitman-Walker Clinic, Chase-Brexton Clinic, Fenway Community Health Clinic, Lyon-Martin Women's Health Services, and Burroughs Wellcome Co.
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AIDS cases double with new definition
Atlanta—The number of people diagnosed with AIDS climbed dramatically when
a new definition of the disease went into
effect Jan. 1, raising demand for treatment
and dollars.
Under the new definition, an estimated
90,000 Americans will be diagnosed with
full-blown AIDS in 1993, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
That's almost double the current average of
50,000 a year.
Since 1981, about 242,000 Americans
have been diagnosed with AIDS and 160,000
have died.
The new definition could make it easier
for people infected with the virus to collect
disability benefits available to those diagnosed with AIDS. It would also enable them
to take part in drug trials and qualify for lowcost medicines.
At the same time, some AIDS activists
warned that it would sharpen competition
for scarce dollars.
"All of the services are already strained
and on the edge," said John Kappers of the
Atlanta chapter of the National Association
of People With AIDS.
Under the CDC's current, 5-year-old definition, people infected with the AIDS virus
are diagnosed as having AIDS when they
develop certain blood infections, the skin
cancer Kaposi's sarcoma or any of 21 other
indicator diseases
Activists charged that women and drug
users weren't receiving the help they needed
because many of the diseases they got weren't
included on the list
The new definition, approved earlier this

John Kappers of Atlanta NAPWA and other
activists have been urging the CDC to
expand its definition of AIDS for several
years. The new definition will particularly help women and minorities get
faster treatment.
"We hope the definition will draw attention to the importance of testing," he said.
The Ryan White CARE Act distributes
federal AIDS funds to cities according to the
number of AIDS cases, so more cities may be
eligible under the new definition. However,
the act has never been fully funded, leaving
AIDS clinics understaffed and many Americans who can't afford the $200 CD4 tests.
"People are seeking these tests and being
told they have to wait six months for the next
clinic opening," Kappers said. "That's six

year, adds pulmonary tuberculosis, recurrent months they could be taking medicine to propneumonia and invasive cervical cancer.
long their life."
In addition—and more important, accordThe Infectious Disease Clinic (IDC) at
ing to the CDC—the agency approved a Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta's only
new indicator: a dip in the level of the body's clinic for indigent patients, is already so
master immune cells, called CD4s, to 200 crowded it can care for only the sickest paper cubic millimeter, or one-fifth the level of tients, said director Curtis Morriss.
a healthy person.
"This is contrary to everything we know
Up to 190,000 of the 1 million Ameri- about HTV disease because treatment is most
cans infected with the virus have CD4 counts effective in the early stages," Morriss said.
below 200 and most don't know they are
The IDC expansion clinic on Ponce de
infected or have never had a CD4 count, said Leon is slated to open July 1.
Dr. James Buehler, acting deputy director of
LAURAN NEERGAARD
the CDC's AIDS division
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FDA approves nilabuUri to prevent
infections in AIDS patients
Washington, DC—The Food and Drug
Administration approved the first drug to
prevent a blood infection in people who have
advanced AIDS, the agency said last week.
The drug, rifabutin, has been on a fast
track through the agency's approval process, in part because it is for AIDS and in
part because its results have been so positive. Clinical tests have shown it to be effective in blocking or delaying Mycobacterium
avium complex, or MAC.
"As the first product approved for the
prevention of MAC disease, this drug will
provide significant benefits for AIDS patients," FDA Commissioner David Kessler
said. "It's a welcome addition to the growing number of products used to fight AIDS
and diseases that can accompany it"
MAC can cause night sweats, fatigue,
fever, weight loss, abdominal pain, severe
anemia and liver dysfunctioa The disease is
caused by bacteria related to the tuberculo-

I

III

sis germ. Researchers have said it occurs in
about a quarter of the people in the late stages
of AIDS.
An advisory panel last February recommended that the FDA approve the drug, and
the agency moved the following month to
make it available to AIDS patients whose
immune systems were severely impaired.
Early studies of the drug found that it
nearly halved the rate at which AIDS patients
developed MAC. Clinical trials eventually
were conducted on 1,100 AIDS patients, the
FDA said.
The drug is made by Adria Laboratories
of Dublin, Ohio.
Among its side effects, rifabutin can cause
rash and gastrointestinal symptoms, muscle
and joint aches and discolored urine, the FDA
said. It also can cause a decrease in certain
white blood cells that fight infection.
RICHARD L. VERNACI
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CDC urges more HIV education in school
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Atlanta —Federal health authorities are
urging more education about ADS even
though it's impossible to tell how many
American teen-agers have stopped having
risky sex because of school courses.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported last week that teen sex
is slowly dropping and more schools are
educating students about HTV, the virus that
causes AIDS.
It isn't clear that the increased education
is causing the drop in sex, though it seems
likely, said Dr. Lloyd Kolbe, director of
adolescent and school health for the CDC.
"We're cautiously optimistic that young
people may be beginning to reduce the risks
for HTV infection," Kolbe said "We can't
Mart, a teenage hotline volunteer at the
[attribute] that decline to only school HTV
SF AIDS Foundation, emphasizes coneducation. It very well could be a function
doms save lives.
of the entire society's effort."
Nevertheless, he said, "We think that
school programs are extremely important." fundamentalist groups. The condom distriThe CDC said that education should be- bution has the support of local AIDS groups.
Nationwide, school systems and parents
gin in kindergarten and intensify by the ninth
are grappling with how much children need
grade.
"HTV education can be most effective to leam about HTV infection and at what
when it's integrated as part of a comprehen- age. Hundreds of Georgia parents this month
sive kindergarten-through-grade-12 health opposed a state proposal for AIDS educaeducation program," Kolbe said. "It's just tion in elementary schools.
In New York City, the nation's largest
as important as science and math."
school
system, AIDS education begins with
That doesn't mean discussing condoms
general
discussion in kindergarten, teaches
with first-graders—it means general courses
that gradually become more specific, Kolbe the ways HTV is transmitted in fourth grade
and describes the risks of anal sex in sixth
said.
"In the early grades it's important that grade. The curriculum's effectiveness is still
young people start to understand that they being evaluated.
"The debate will come down to where
can influence their own health" he said.
"You don't come into the 12th grade and people draw the line to introducing lifestyles
provide two days of HTV education and to young people who are unaware of them,"
said New York City school board member
expect that to be sufficient."
In San Francisco, condoms will be dis- Michael Petrides, who succeeded in getting
tributed to all 20 public high schools begin- abstinence emphasized in the courses.
LAURAN NEERGAARD
ning June 1 in spite of opposition from the
San Francisco PTA president and religious

FDA approves marijuana derivative to
treat AIDS-related wasting syndrome
Chicago-The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved a synthetic marijuana derivative for use in the treatment of
the wasting condition associated with AIDS.
Physicians say the drug, called
dronabinol, helps overcome severe nausea
and stimulate the appetite of AIDS patients
who often suffer from anorexia and weight
loss.
The FDA gave its approval Dec. 22 to
dronabinol, which is co-marketed by
Unimed Inc., of Buffalo Grove, III., and
Roxane Laboratories Inc., of Columbus,
Ohio, under the trade name Marinol.
"There is widespread agreement on the
positive role that a nutritional regimen plays
in the health of AIDS patients, and it is our
belief that Marinol, as an appetite stimulant,
can be of great value," said Scott Broder,
Unimed senior vice president of sales and
marketing.
Dronabinol is a synthetic form of THC,
or tetrahydrocannabinol, the main active ingredient in marijuana and hashish.
Its use had been limited to combating
the nausea experienced by some cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy.
The FDA tested dronabinol's effectiveness for appetite stimulation after people

with AIDS reported that using marijuana
improved their appetites, said FDA spokeswoman Monica Revelle.
Dr. Harry Hollander, who treats AIDS
patients at the University of California at
San Francisco Hospital, warned that the drug,
which can cause hallucinations in large dosages, may have neurological effects in AIDS
patients whose nervous systems are damaged and should not be given to all patients.
"This isn't the first drug that works on
the wasting effect of AIDS, but it definitely
can give some people relief," he said.
But Dr. Robert T. Schooley, chairman of
the infectious disease program at the University of Colorado Health Services Center
in Denver, was more enthusiastic.
"I'm really happy with it, wasting being
one of the main problems associated with
AIDS," he said
Schooley said the approval marks a new
openness on the part of the FDA in considering drugs for use in AIDS treatment. AIDS
activist Martin Delaney, founding director
of Project Inform in San Francisco, said the
approval was "something that we're very
supportive of."
F.N. D'ALESSIO
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Proud Parent
An interview with Paulette
Goodman, outgoing president of
Parents & Friends of Lesbians
And Gays.

Can Angels Fly?
"Angels In America," a sevenhour gay play, is playing to
packed houses in Los Angeles
since it opened Nov. 1. Will it
make it to Broadway?
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March on
Washington needs
every person
We are less than six months away from
the third national March on Washington organized by our community. Now, more than
ever, it is imperative that nothing stop every
member (and supporter) of the lesbian, gay
and bisexual communities from being in
Washington, DC on April 25,1993. We are
poised on the brink of irrevocable change in
our lives, and we must rise to the challenge
that will push us to the side of equal rights
and liberation.
The Clinton-Gore victory, hard fought
and won by many of us, cannot be treated as
the ultimate prize. The battle for our lives is
far greater than that. Indeed, our imminent
freedom is still too tenuous to pin much hope
on the resident-elect of 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue. Clinton, for example, campaigned
hard for our votes and even uttered the "G"
word (but not the "L" word) in his acceptance speech at the Democratic Convention.
However, in the campaign that ensued he
repeatedly insisted that he was not condoning our "lifestyle" nor did he favor the right
for legal recognition of our partnerships (a
right he, assuredly, takes for granted).
Even as I write this, Clinton's biggest
promise to our community may not occur
with all good speed. There are open rumors
that Clinton may not lift the ban on gays in
the military in his first one hundred days, or
even his first one hundred weeks. It may go,
instead, to some murky presidential commission where, experience shows, we will surely
sink.

If one believes, nonetheless, that Clinton
will be supportive of our needs in his days as
President, we have to be there at the beginning to support him in the tough battles
ahead—the March on Washington is on the
95th day of his presidency.
While many of us rejoice at winning the
White House, we cannot forget that we lost
in Tampa, Florida and in Colorado. These
defeats only give the bigoted, anti-human,
homo-haters hope that they can take their
referenda to forty-nine other states (Oregon
homophobes are re-writing their ordinance
to resemble Colorado's) and countless municipalities. One federal bill can act as an
immediate dam to a watershed of fights that
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can only zap a generation's worth of our
community's strength. We have a President
who will sign such a bill, but we have to
convince Congress to pass it.
Obviously the Clinton victory, and other
victories this year, give us reason to hope
that we will finally be heard. But we can't let
this attitude lead to complacency. We must
come to the March just as angry as ever.
Witness how precarious our lives are:
- This past year the mainstream press
finally asked politicians and polled straight
America on their views of gay rights and
"gay lifestyle," but they failed to ask us how
we feel, what we need.
- More celebrities are out-of-the-closet
than ever before, but their personal lives are
treated like private shames rather than declarations of love and pride.
- We are popping up as characters on

prime-time television in unprecedented numbers, and yet we remain marginal, one-timeonly characters.
- More and more straight celebrities are
supporting AIDS causes and decrying AIDS
phobia, but they are silent on the homophobia
that is the root of the disease's stigma.
- We are beginning to enjoy a host of
support from liberal and moderate politicians,
while simultaneously the right wing is organizing against us.
The scale tips in our favor and then is
counter balanced against us. Even so, we
have never been so close to ensuring that our
loves and our lives are accorded the inalienable rights supposedly granted to us.
April 25,1993 is the chance for us to tip
the scales to our side.
For a year we have debated the racial and
gender composition of regional representatives, we have debated the platform, we have
debated the March's name. The debates we
have among ourselves are healthy and welcome; they are a testament to what a diverse,
vibrant community we are. When we march,
however, our voices and presence will focus
on the real enemies: any law or any one who
stands in the way of us achieving our rights.
I urge you, therefore, to take every step
to attend the April 25,1993 March on Washington for Lesbian, Gay and Bi-Equal Rights
and Liberation. The stakes are too high, and
our lives are too important for us not to be in
our nation's capital for this most serious and
vital occasion.
DEREK CHARLES LIVINGSTON
Derek Charles Livingston, an African
American man who lives in Providence, RI,
is one of the four national co-chairs for the
1993 March on Washingtonfor Lesbian, Gay
and Bi-Equal Rights and Liberation.
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Editor
The Advocate
6922 Hollywood Blvd., Tenth Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Dear Editor
It was with amazement that we read your
article, "The Heat is On" in issue #619 of the
Advocate, concerning the nationwide calls
for a boycott of Colorado. In that piece it was
mentioned that the City Council of Atlanta
had voted unanimously to prohibit city employees from spending city funds on travel to
or from Colorado. While this is true, your
report made no mention of the fact that the
City of Atlanta and the State of Georgia are
not bastions of gay and lesbian rights by any
stretch of the imagination.
For the City of Atlanta to condemn the
citizens of Colorado, based on their treatment of gays and lesbians, is one of the greatest acts of hypocrisy in the city's history.
Since convention business is one of the engines of growth in Atlanta, their solidarity
with this boycott should be viewed with suspicion. If the City Council judged the State
of Georgia by the same criteria, it would
have to move to another state.
It should be noted that prior to the passage of Amendment 2, three cities in Colorado prohibited anti-gay discrimination. That
was two more cities than could be found in
Georgia. Additionally, the anti-gay discrimination ban in the City of Atlanta only covers
city employees and does not deal with issues
such as housing, health care, or domestic
partnership.
The State of Georgia fares even worse by
comparison. Georgia still has a sodomy law
on its books; Colorado does not Let us not
forget that it was the Attorney General of
Georgia, Michael Bowers, who prosecuted
the Bowers v. Hardwick case which was up-

held by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1986.
That same Attorney General is currently involved in litigation for rescinding an offer of
employment to a woman after he discovered
she was openly lesbian.
We do not see Governor Zell Miller leading a crusade to defeat the de facto Amendment 2 in Georgia, as Governor Roy Romer
did for the real Amendment 2 in Colorado.
What gay man or lesbian in Georgia would
not trade Senator Sam "keep homosexuals
out of the military" Nunn for Representative
Pat Schroeder?

f^M^H

It is important to repeal Amendment 2
and reject the Religious Right's hostile bigotry in the name of God. If this requires a
boycott of Colorado's goods and services
then so be it. But please do not throw out
objective and thorough reporting to achieve
your end result The Advocate can and should
do better than that!
Regards,
Michael S. Boykin
David Vander Griff
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ANNIVERSARIES:
On December 7th, Kelly McGovem and
Joyce Colmar celebrated their second year
together. Before the anniversary the two traveled to Lesbos, Greece in September and
were united in a commitment ceremony at
the foot of Sappho's ruins. How romantic!
Congratulations, and may your relationship
never end up in ruins!
BIRTHDAYS:
The Bishop of Mobile, Alabama, Rev.
Helene Loper, will celebrate her 41st birthday on January 26th. She will celebrate with
partner Sheryl with dinner or some other
special event, Helene has just recently been
made part-time minister at the Mobile MCC
as their congregation continues to grow.
Congrats on both counts, Helene.
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A couple of single women are celebrating
birthdays this month, and they want everyone to know. Janice Cochran will turn 37 on
January 16th. She says there usually is no
big celebration for her yearly event, because
the year she tried to get some friends together, the war in Saudi Arabia broke out
and everyone was glued to CNN. I'm sure it
was just a coincidence, Janice. Happy Birthday!

Atlanta Lambda Center
awarded $4,000 grant
The Fund For Southern Communities has
made a grant of $4,000 to the Atlanta Lambda
Community Center. These funds will be
matched by two community members. Donations to the Adanta Lambda Community Center are encouraged. These funds will also be
matched.
On Sat, Jan. 23, Lambda will tag cars at the
comer of Piedmont and Monroe from 10am4pm in a fundraising effort. For more information or if you wish to volunteer call (404) 6629010 and leave your name and number. Your
call will be returned.
ALCC is currenUy seeking resumes of
those interested in serving as Chair of the Outreach Committee. Address all correspondence
to: Atlanta Lambda Community Center, Post
Office Box 15180, Adanta, Georgia 30333.

OUTPROUD THEATRE
75 Bennett Street, Suite N-l
(Located behind Mick's
on Peachtree in Buckhead)
Call 609-9590
For reservations and information
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104 Main Street
Eastman, GA 31023
1-800-537-1487

compiled by CANDACE CHELLEW
If you would like to report an important "occasion" in
you life, please call 876-0789 or write to us at: Southern
Voice/Occasions; P0 Box 18215; Atlanta, GA 30316
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charges stemming from demonstrations in
Lithonia against the Cracker Barrel Old Country Store's anti-gay employment policy.
Charges are still pending in Fulton County
against 18 activists arrested on June 9,1991 at
the Union City Cracker Barrel. A hearing on
several motions fded by the activists is set for
January 22, 1993 in Fulton County Superior
Court.

NAPWA Offers HIV/AIDS
survival training course

NAPWA's Survival Training Course begins January 6,1992. Sessions will be offered
twice weekly, on Wednesday from 7pm9:30pm, and on Saturday from llam-1:30pm.
A take home educational/resource guide will
also be provided. The course be held at the
Adanta Chapter of the National Association
of People with AIDS (NAPWA) offices, 44
Twelfth Street Admission is free and the program is open to those with HTV, their friends,
family, partners/spouses, and care-givers. For
more information please call Roy Griffin at
The Dekalb County solicitor's office has 874-7926. The Survival Training course will
dropped two remaining charges against Queer be offered again in March, May, July and
Nation's Lynn Cothren, both trespassing October.
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Single woman Mary Bologna, fresh from her
recent trip to Santo Domingo to help World
Community Builders erect a new church, will
turn 48 on January 26th She too will do minimal celebrating as she moves into her new
Little Five Points apartment. Happy birthday,
Mary, and here's hoping you get your life
unpacked someday!

COMMUNITY

Tickets: S10 in advance SI2 at the door
Advance Tickets available at:
Charis Books and More in Little Five Points
E.D.'s Gourmet Records in Ansley Square

Kelly McGovem and Joyce Colmar are celebrating their second anniversary this
month. The two held a committment ceremony In Lesbos, Greece in September.
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based retailer, and I will make a point to
buy something there within the month.
Sucking Dick and Comparing Notes:
Those of us who remain negative are a
walking dictionary of anecdotal evidence
of what one can do and not sero-convert.
I find it hard to write about AIDS to a Answers to the following questions exist
gay readership, because even as a gay man in our collective treasure trove of obseswho has been out for over eight years, I sive projection and paranoid speculations:
Do you suck dick? How enthusiastihave been relatively untouched by this discally?
How long do you play with it to see
ease. I have not lost all my close friends, or
if
it's
pre-cummy? Do you become cona best friend or lover. I've never been
cerned
if he decides to go down on you too
someone's primary caregiver, or been at
the bedside when someone died. If the tests fast, giving evidence that he isn't as cautious as you? How deeply do you kiss?
have any meaning, I am HIV-negative.
I can guarantee there are people out Have you ever canceled a date because of a
there reading this who have endured and sore in your mouth? Or do you still trick at
prevailed over much more than I. And it is all lately? Or are you always worrying bemy disconnection to all of this that makes cause you don't know "where it's been?"
Safe Sex Metaphysics, A Multiple
me feel like I don't have anything unique
or enlightening to say about AIDS to this Choice Question: If you've done a particular act on the "possibly safe" list for ten
audience.
Lately, however, some stories have years and are still negative, what does that
fallen into my lap that I want to pass on. mean: (a) the particular act is safe; (b) the
Some came from the person I've known particular act is safe one out of 100 times,
and you just haven't hit the Bankrupt sign
the longest who succumbed to AIDS,
on the Wheel of Fortune yet; (c) the parJohnny Walsh, who died on December 8,
ticular
act is only safe the way you do it;
three days after seeing him at the Eagle on
(d)
that
the medical establishment, fearing
a Saturday night And from Lee Leathers,
a
lawsuit,
can't declare the particular act to
whom I helped get a scholarship to the Gay
be
safe,
but
in the real world it is; (e) a
Spirit Visions Conference, and whose light
negative
test
result
doesn't mean anything.
shown that weekend as brightly as any I
Bonus questions: Whatever the answer
have seen in a while.
Others are unattributable for one rea- is above, do you still worry when you enson or another: anonymity, protection for gage in the particular act, after ten years?
Quilt exhaustion: Do we still need the
either myself or the person who told me the
story. But they reflect the lives of people Quilt? Like the epidemic it represents in
microcosm, the Quilt itself has grown so
lived in the shadow of a plague.
monstrously large that boundLet me share a few of them
o
T aries are gone, mission statewith you.
c
p
ments are washed out to sea,
The sigh of relief: A friend
is sick. You hear it's pneumo- PER SON and we still don't know what
nia. You wait for them to tell
to do with it One could arthat it's "that" pneumonia. And when they gue that if people haven't "gotten it" yet,
don't, you think about the horrible irony of they never will. Do its tiny glints of love
dying of a non-AJDS disease in 1992. I and beauty still shine through the enormity
thought the deal went something like this:
of the grief it represents? After five times, I
we deal with ADDS, and y'all take the rest,
don't think I can bear the thought of seeing
it again
OK? When a gay man dies of something
else, like cancer, you feel like someone's
Men do the darndest things: I didn't
cheating, and you want to call the referee believe him when a recently bereaved widover and have a talk with him, but he's ower came up to me in the bar and told me
already moved on to the next play.
that someone he had just told the news to
Urn Sizing: I keep hearing anecdotal
was hitting on him. Then I watched him
evidence that ceramicists aren't making crefend off four more hugs for the duration of
mation urns large enough. And just what the evening. Truly amazing.
do you do when you find out your lover
Reason No. 416 to have voted for Bill
won't fit? After the fact, you just leave Clinton (as though you need another one):
everything in the plastic bag and cut your The best explanation of how Bill Clinton's
ritual short That's what happened when election could actually extend the lives of
David [abruptly] discovered this awful truth PWAs was in The Advocate, I forget from
about Johnny—and a sobering prospect it whom. He argued that if a PWA feels that
is, fifteen minutes prior to a memorial seran effort is being made to help him, that
vice.
alone could give him enough hope to
Lee, on the other hand, found out be- lengthen his life—perhaps by a week, perfore his death, and asked the crematorium haps a month, perhaps long enough to get
if he would fit if he was cooked a little through this month's disease and live quite
longer? They "extra-crispied" him (his
a while longer. We can rest assured that
choice of words), and fit he did.
George Bush, on the other hand, has saved
The shock of familiarity: At the bar all the lives he's going to save using this
the other night, I saw someone whose face method.
I recognized from having been a bar reguAnd one last point: There's nothing
lar two years ago. How amazing — he had
special about these stories except they're
disappeared voluntarily, and not because the ones I've heard. Every person in our
he was sick, and now he's back. I didn't community has their own—the ones that
know his name, but I wanted to go up and best describe the way AIDS has transformed
hug him
their existence. Please, tell them every
Earning stripes: Just before he died,
chance you get, to anyone who'll listen To
Lee had decided he wanted to buy his be witness to the heroism, the humor, the
mother something to wear to his service.
grief and the gaiety that will distinguish
Too weak to shop (so you know he's sick),
this decade a hundred years from now, in
he called Parisian and described what he both the enormous burden and the tremenwanted, and they sent out a personal shop- dous gift our generation has been given.
per loaded for bear with dresses. I would
Best as I can tell, telling those stories is the
call that quite an auspicious entry into the only reason I'm still here.
Atlanta shopping market for an Alabama-

Don't read mags from
Colorado
To the Editor:
The recent success of Colorado's antigay law has encouraged right-wing Christian fundamentalists in other states to draft
similar legislation. At least six other states
are now considering putting people's basic
human rights up to a public vote.
Please join us in boycotting Colorado in
any way you caa
Check your magazines. Dozens of magazines do subscription business out of Colorado. Take out the postage-paid business
reply postcards in those magazines and write
a message on the card saying that you oppose the law against human rights. Ask the
magazine to move its business out of Colorado into a more moral state. Please do this
politely and kindly; do not be nasty.
When these magazines are forced to pay
for the return mail, perhaps they will recon-

sider doing business in the Hate State.
The following is a partial list of magazines which use Colorado addresses:
US News & World Report
High Technology
Consumer Reports
Field & Stream
Outdoor Life
PC Computing
PC Magazine
PC Sources
Sport
The Atlantic
Please take a few minutes and send in
your cards. Help support the boycott of
Colorado.
Sincerely,
People Against Hatred/Citizens
For a Moral America

Being out puts you on
the inside
To the Editor:
Governmental administrations ascend to
power on the whimsical tide of momentum
and descend as quickly as that momentum
wanes, laws wallow impotently due to lack
of enforcement or are simply repealed, and
judicial misinterpretation contorts policy
changes and/or constitutional rights. Only
through a cultural/social movement will the
gay/lesbian community achieve civil and
social rights.
The position of the gay/lesbian community has long been perceived as a subculture—in fact as an underground subculture
with no roots in mainstream America. Outsiders. Ironically, the gay / lesbian
population's representation in mainstream
America rates higher (in sense of community percentage) than any other minority.
We already are insiders in American culture. In every small town, in every corporation, in every sector of the media...we are
everywhere. However, our clinging beliefs
in our own invisibility allow us to be ignored.
Every time we deny our lifestyle (usually by rationalistic omissions or clandestine cover-ups), we not only destroy ourselves, we perpetuate the myth. We support
the myth that we live on the fringes of soci-

ety. We deny our strength, ourselves and
future lesbian/gay generations by not affirming our lifestyle to the homophobic
mainstream
Of course, there is always the fear that
our invisibility has allowed us into the mainstream and by affirming ourselves we will
lose our jobs, our status, and our safety.
This fear which keeps us suppressed.. .this
fear which invalidates our relationships
... this fear that destroys our self-worth... this
fear which^a minority of our brothers and
sisters have been fighting on the political
front Due to the current political and economic conditions, it is time for this fear to
fall and for gay/lesbian unity to pull together on the cultural sector.
So.. .come out, come out, wherever, and
whoever, you are. From business people to
teachers to contractors to media figures, we
need to embrace our own identity. We need
to look into the mirror and see leaders who
can feel their own destiny and see their
own vision.
Gay pride is not a mere slogan, but a
call to unity...a social vision.
Sincerely,
Katie Johnson

A simple matter
of concentration
To the Editor:
This is in response to Diane L. Fremont's
letter stating she and her lover voted Republican because of economic promises.
What good is a capital gains tax cut, a
line item veto and balanced budget amendment if you live in a concentration camp?
Very truly yours,
Margie Seals
Owner, At Your Service
Mobile Car Repair, Inc.
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AIDS study uses unusual treatment
to fight Kaposi's sarcoma
South San Francisco, CA—Tim Oviatt has
good reason to hope that an AIDS research
study at San Francisco General Hospital will
open new doors to treatment of the plague that
has killed so many of his friends.
He, too, has AIDS.
"I am very hopeful," said Oviatt, a San
Francisco clothing shop owner who has taken
the drug AZT for three years.
Oviatt and 19 others will participate in the
study, which begins this month and will test
the effectiveness of combatting AIDS-related
tumors known as Kaposi's sarcoma, which
strikes cells lining blood vessels.
The study will be the third, most extensive trial of an unusual procedure known as

Clara that developed the procedure—Applied
Immune Sciences Inc.—says it has shown good
results in two earlier tests, and no negative
side effects. It hopes the study will confirm
cell therapy's effectiveness against Kaposi's.
and also help develop a broad treatment for
AIDS and other immune diseases.
"We think we have a process that is antiHTV, anti-cancer, anti-viral and anti-fungal,"
said Dr. Thomas B. Okarma, president, chief
executive and chief scientist for AIS.
Okarma, a doctor at Stanford University
Medical School before founding the company,
said he hopes the treatment will prove so effective it transforms AIDS into a disease like
tuberculosis: serious, potentially deadly, but
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Drugs for the immuno-suppressed client.
Direct billing to your insurance company with no
up-front expenses in most cases.
FREE 24 - 48 hour nationwide delivery.
GIVE US A CALL
WE'RE HERE TO HELP.

1-800-435-1992
4758 Lankershim Boulevard, North Hollywood, Calif. 91602

Tim Oviatt stands with Dr. James Kahn and Judy Coss (behind glass) at the biotech lab
of South San Francisco General Hospital. Oviatt and 19 others are taking part in a new
AIDS research study using "cell therapy." Part of the study involves having blood
treated in the bags Coss is holding.
"cell therapy." White blood cells, known as
CD8 cells, are removed from the patient's
blood, then isolated and treated with small
doses of Interleuken II, a cancer-fighting drug,
and phytohemaglutina, a soybean extract.
The cells are then incubated for two to
three weeks, when they multiply about tenfold, then are reinfused by the billions into the
patient's bloodstream.
The idea is to use a patient's own cells to
fight the tumors, and thus promote the healing
of the body's immune system, damaged by
the HIV virus.
The small biotechnology firm in Santa

in most cases treatable.
AIDS activists in San Francisco are watching the test closely.
"It's one of the first real efforts to begin
rebuilding a damaged immune system. It's a
new way to deal with AIDS and one we support aggressively," said Martin Delaney, director of Project Inform, a San Francisco-based
AIDS advocacy and information group.
Dr. James Kahn, associate director of the
AIDS program at San Francisco General and
assistant professor of medicine at the University of California at San Francisco, is directing
the study. Eight people have been enrolled; in

In memoriam of our founder Cecil Ray De Loach, 1952-1991

YOU CAN BE IN CONTROL
' ADVANCE CASHBENEFITS PROGRAM
CASH Now for Your Life Insurance
•
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We process any size policy.
Our plans let you keep your health
insurance and disability income.
You get personal attention. A principal of the company
is available 24 hours a day to discuss your needs.
We are an advocate for the insured and have
more than 15 years of hospice experience.
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all, 20 people will be tested, Kahn said.
"We need to find other and powerful ways
to affect HIV, to affect the consequences of
immune suppression and begin to explore ways
to even restore immune functions," he said.
"This is one novel way to evaluate that. That's
its promise."
Kahn said he hopes to present some preliminary results from the study at the international conference on AIDS in Berlin in June.
Cell therapy so far has been used in treating cancer, especially kidney cancer, and in
bone marrow transplantation. Recent tests at
Stanford also indicate it may be effective
against one strain of muscular dystrophy.
An earlier cell therapy study in Pittsburgh—using the "Cellector" technology—
showed that the procedure works without toxic
effects. Because of the strong side effects of
full-dosage Interlueken II, that had been a central concern.
A subsequent study in Miami suggested
cell therapy may work against opportunistic
infections and malignancies that often accompany ADDS.
"Now we need bigger patient studies to

New study on oral drug
for treatment of PCP
Washington, DC—A study supported by
the National Institute of Allergy and infectious
Disease has determined that the oral drug
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (TMP/SMX) is
better than aerosolized pentamidine for preventing a second episode of PCP in people
with AIDS who can tolerate both drugs. The
study was reported in the Dec. 24 issue of The
New England Journal of Medicine.
According to the trial results, patients on
AZT who receive preventive aerosolized

see if it does any good," said Dr. Monto Ho,
who along with Dr. Ronald Herberman conducted the Pittsburgh study.
But not everyone is enthusiastic about cell
therapy's usefulness in treating AIDS.
"It's an idea that's been around for a long
while," said Dr. Jeffrey Laurence, a researcher
at Cornell University and senior scientist for
the American Foundation for AIDS Research.
Laurence said the two previous studies
were less conclusive than hoped for. "It is
overstating the data to say this is a breakthrough," he said. "The first trials were disappointing."
But Laurence still thinks the San Francisco study should be conducted.
"AIDS is such a terrible problem that everything ought to be tried," he said. "Sure, it's
worthwhile. I'd just be very skeptical."
Despite the distrust of so-called miracle
cures, Oviatt said he's not only willing to take
part, but hopeful.
"I saw a chance to see that light at the end
of the tunnel a little closer to me—rather than
the tunnel ending."
JOHN ENDERS

pentamidine run a 3.25 greater risk of developing a second bout of PCP than patients taking
AZT plus prophylactic TMP/SMX. Patients in
the two study groups demonstrated no major
differences in blood or liver toxicities or rates
of survival.
Researchers involved in the study emphasize that the trial results apply primarily to
those people with AIDS who have significantly
compromised immune systems, and that caution should be used in generalizing to people
who do not fit this profile. Although this study
clearly indicates that TMP/SMX performs better, they note that both drugs are effective.

OBITUARIES

'93 GRAND JEEP CHEROKEE LAREDO
4x4, Power Windows
Power Locks, Tilt,
Cruise, Loaded
#4128

Harry King Tucker, HI
July 5,1952 - November 17,1992
During a robbery November 11th at
Babette's Cafe, Harry was fatally wounded.
He was a long-time resident of Atlanta and for
many years was a waiter at the Country Place
Restaurant. Harry and Moose (his Alaskan
Malamute) were often seen frolicking in Piedmont Park.
A memorial service was held Friday, November 20th, and a tree will be planted in
Piedmont Park in his memory. Those of us
fortunate enough to have known Harry will
always remember him for his wit and warm

List $24,233 - Fact. Disc. $1,000 - NP Disc. $2236

Plus tax, tag, title. Dealer retains rebates. Dealer contribution may or may not affect final
negotiated price. Due to advertising deadlines, units subject to prior sale.
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heart. He was a friend to every person and
animal that he met. Harry, we'll remember
you fondly and miss you.

Now is the time!
Do you need help
filing your
W-2's and 1099's?
They are due
Jan. 31st, 1993.
Give us a call.
HLM Services, Inc.
Specializing in small business planning, development, and forecasting.
Full Service Accounting. Community owned & operated.

New # 370-0986
HOURS: Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:30pm
889 Artwood Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30307

4420 Buford Hwy.

No matter how
unlucky you've been,
we still want your
insurance business.
Is your insurance agent avoiding you
just because you had a little mishap or
two on life's highway?
Doesn't your agent understand it
could have happened to anyone? That's
the reason we all buy auto insurance in
the first place, right?
Thank goodness there's at least one
insurance agent out there who still loves
you—accidents, tickets and all.
Give us a call right now.

ALL FORMS INSURANCE
BOB MEEKS
1544 Piedmont Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
ANSLEY MALL (404) 873-4601
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THE HNS HIV PROGRAM

A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HIV individual.

1993 cars offer it all

its handsome overall design in addition to providing smoother ride and handling. Its interior
Psychological Services
space with consideration to "the occupant-oriented"
actually wraps around from the instruPersonalized counseling by gay
ment
panels
into the doors. It can also deliver
licensed clinical social workers
solid performance with its two new multi-valve
helps meet the emotional, psyengines—a four cylinder and a V-6. This sporty
model includes the Probe GT with such addichological, and family needs
tional features as twin-cam 24-valve V-6 enspecific to the HIV individual.
gine, cast-aluminum block and cylinder heads,
Pharmacy Services
164 horsepower and a five-speed manual
transaxle. It ranges in price from $13,200 to
Clinically trained pharmacists are
$20,600.
continually updated to advanced
Automotive experts are monitoring the perprotocols in delivering HIV
formance and marketability of the 1993 Ford
Escort. Touting "key design refinements" for all
pharmacy services.
four Escort LX bodystyles, new features include
▼ Nursing Services
six new exterior colors, new grille, wheel covers, tail-lamp treatments, and color-keyed
Sensitive to the special needs of
bodyside
molding and bumpers for most modthe PWA, the registered nurses
els. For the budget-conscious buyer, they're ofhave a minimum five years
fering an innovative "One-Price" marketing plan
clinical experience in I.V. therapy
for all Escort LX models with a special option
package. Ford is suggesting retail prices of
or related field.
$10,899 with manual transaxle and $11,631 for
automatic transaxle, tax and title not included.
Not surprisingly, the 1993 Corolla is leading the new models for Toyota's all-new air bag
Committed, and Concerned about the community.
restraint system and an anti-lock braking system. It has also increased in size from a subcompact to a compact and comes in a four-door
sedan in Standard, DX and LE trim levels and a
five-door DX station wagon. Among its highlyHNS
praised features are a refined 1.6 liter engine for
its Standard models which is quieter, increased
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES
Saturn Coupe
horsepower, a new 1.8 liter engine that increases
performance with more horsepower and strong
low-end torque, a significant reduction in noise,
and
comes
with
a
more
powerful
engine
and
1-800-872-4467
vibration
and harshness of ride and drive. It
standard
driver's-side
airbag;
an
LSi
model,
426-4933
priced at $10,630, has an additional 7 cubic feet ranges in price from $11,200 to $15,200.
#
to the interior reel assify ing it from a subcompac t
Following the Corolla, Toyota's 1993 Land
Cruiser offers the best in full-size sport utility
to a compact size.
Automotive columnists and the like are pro- vehicles. It has significant interior and exterior
claiming 1993 as the year for Chrysler. The upgrades and mechanical refinements in its 1993
past twelve month period has seen the introduc- models. These include: all new 212-horsepower
tion by Chrysler of the 1992 Dodge Viper, the 4.5 liter DCHC 24-valve inline six-cylinder en1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee, and coming this gine producing 275 Ib-fL of torque at 3,200 rpm,
fall, the Dodge Intrepid, Chrysler Concorde and industry-first optional locking front and rear difEagle Vision (code-named LH) sedans.
ferential system, all-new four-wheel ABS with
It's obvious to everyone that Chrysler has four-wheel brakes, full-time four-wheel drive
gone to the forefront of the "cab-forward LH with optional viscous-copling center differensedan" market with assertive and aggressive pub- tial, and four-speed electronically controlled aulic relations and advertising campaigns.
tomatic overdrive transmission. It ranges from
"While vehicles got smaller in the last de- $31,200 to $36,000.
cade, the people who drove and rode in them
In compact sport/utility vehicles the Ford
didn't," Chrysler Vice President of Product De- Explorer will continue to be very popular. This
sign Tom Gale points out "Consequently, there year's improvements include 4-wheel antilock
will be renewed emphasis on providing more brakes. The Explorer continues to offer the longinterior space."
est wheelbase of all compact sport/utility veLeading the large array of 1993 models by hicles. It's available as both a 2-door and as a 4Ford is the Probe. Like Chrysler, it offers "cab door in rear and 4-wheel drive versions. The
forward" design attributes which contribute to only engine offered is a powerful 4.0 liter V6,
No doubt about it, these continue to be trying times for the auto industry. But there are
signs that 1993 could begin an economic recovery as consumer confidence rebounds under the
Clinton-Gore national leadership.
At least that's what insiders of the auto
industry are yearning for as they offer a wide
variety of incentives to potential buyers of the
new 1993 car models. These incentives range
from "no hassle/no haggle" selling techniques to
reasonable car loan interest rates of only 6 to 7
per cent for the latest models.
On the other hand, consumers are undoubtedly looking for quality, comfort, affordability,
technology and, above all, the best value for
their specific needs and desires when choosing
an automobile.
This year's flock of 1993 models features a
considerable number of new offerings in the
compact economy category as well as a few
developments in auto design for the buyers of
sports vehicles and luxury cars.
Chevrolet has introduced what it is calling
its "second generation of Geos." It's the Geo
Prizm. Their 1993 model Geo Prizm, priced at
under $10,000, is larger, roomier, more stylish
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Complete HIV
Nursing Care

T In-house Laboratory Services
T 24 Hour Coverage Available
T Complete HIV Care
& Education
T RN, LPN, CNA,
& Homemaker
T We Accept Assignment
on All Our Services
Gay owned and supporting our
community in every way.

CCN, INC.

4188 S. Cobb Dr.
Smyrna, GA 30082

(404) 434-0082

2000
Cheshire
Bridge Rd
321-0603
Mon-Sat
11-7
Sun 1-6

BAD CREDIT HISTORY?
NO CREDIT HISTORY?
NEED A VISA?

•VISA CARD issued hy CINTKAI NATIONAL BANK OF
MATOON, II.. Mcmbci rac

CREDIT UNDERWRITERS
GUARANTOR ASSOCIATION, INC.

Registered Agent of Central National
Bank of Maloon, IL, 61938
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Cadillac Allante
capable of delivering 145 horsepower. You can
get either the 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic. The Explorer is big on comfort and front
bucket seats are standard equipment Prices range
from $17,100 to $26,600.
Debuting the 1993 Saturn model as it enters into its third generation season, the latest
models range from a new family of wagons to a
high-value coupe. All Satums this year are enhanced with standard driver's-side supplemental
inflatable restraint (DSIR) systems.
Serving as the cornerstone of the Saturn's
success are their ever-popular sedans. Built in a
102.4-inch wheelbase, the four-door, five passenger models come with MacPherson strut front
and independent tri-link rear suspension designs
which results in nimble handling of a small car
with the touring feel of a larger car.
Outstanding among the key features contributing to the success rate of Saturns. is the
corrosion-free, dent-and-ding resistant characteristics of the car's polymer vertical bodyside
panels. With the 1993 wagons, further corrosion
resistance has been expanded with the use of
sheet molded compound (SMC) material for the
exterior roof and tailgate. Prices range from
$9,500 to $18,100.
The 1993 full line of Suzuki vehicles purports to offer the "broadest selection of highly
fuel-efficient, low-priced, feature-packed vehicles under $15,000 on the road today." These
include the two and four door Sidekick models,
the Samurai sport utility vehicles, and the Swift
passenger cards.
n
Joining their sport utility line for 1993 is the
versatile four-door Suzuki Sidekick JS model. A
two-wheel model, priced at $11,899, stands
alongside the ever-popular four-door, four-wheel
drive Sidekick JX model at $12,999 and JLX
model at $14,199, with manual transmission.
All four-door Sidekicks are equipped with a 160
valve 1.6 liter, multi-point fuel-injected, four
cylinder engine that generates 95 horsepower of
5,600 rpm.
Claiming for itself "the most ambitious new
model launch in automotive history," Mazda
introduced five totally new models within an
eight month period. They included MX-3,929,
RX-7, MX-6 and 626. Planning to continue its
focus upon "niche marketing," the recently-appointed president of Mazda Motors of America
(MMA) Kazuo "Sonny" Sonoguchi predicts that
"Mazda is in a good position for 1993...We have
11 distinctive models designed to appeal to buyers who see themselves as individuals with specific needs. These people are looking for some-

thing that will separate them from the crowd."
"Starting with the Miata, our new cars are
designed to touch the emotions of their owners,"
says one Mazda high-ranking official. "Each
Mazda creates a feeling that the car was made
just for its owner and reflects his or her desire to
be a little different—it's a quality we call
'Uniquely Me.'" Miatas range in price from
$15,700 to $21,800.
Saab is showcasing its 9000 CS model for
the 1993 season with a unique dealer option and
ordering program that allows buyers of its 9000
and 900 series to specify equipment packages to
satisfy personal and budget needs.
The Swedish automaker has controlled
prices for its 1993 lines at the level of $23,980
for the three-door hatchback and $24,595 for the
four-door sedan. The 9000 CD sedans actually
are experiencing a price reduction (especially
the fully-equipped Turbo version with automatic
transmission option) to $33,745 for 1993, down
from $37,615 for 1992.
Honda, the best selling car in metro Atlanta last year, completely redesigned its Civic
family in 1992 and in 1993 introduces its first
true coupe into the fold. The Civic Sedan and
Hatchback remain basically unchanged. The new
Coupe has the same Sedan platform but is new
from the windshield pillar aft. Like other Civics,
it offers ample room in the front seat and better
than average rear seat space. The addition of the
Coupe ups the Civic line to three body styles
and four engines. Prices range from $8,700 to
$16,200.
The CRX has been replaced this year by the
Civic Del Sol, a sporty 2-seater with a lift-out
aluminum roof panel for an instant convertible.
Another unique feature is a power-operated rear
window. The del sol is a little larger and heavier
than the CRX, and the ride is improved as well.
Prices range from $13,500 to $16,100.
Luxury sedans are spelled L-E-X-U-S this
year. The Lexus LS 400, which has become
the benchmark for luxury sedans in only three
years, gets a minor facelift and a few new features in 1993. Among those are a passenger's
side airbag. It also gets a new grille and wheel
design. A great new option is a cellular telephone which can be removed and used as a
portable away from the car. Standard features
are many and include alloy wheels, antilock disc
brakes and a security system. Popular Mechanics calls it "one of the quietest-riding automobiles available today. Prices range from $47,000
to $53,900.
And you can't talk about luxury without
talking about Cadillac. The Allantfi, flagship of
the Cadillac line, continues to impress in 1993.
A new rear suspension improves road isolation
and steering response. Other new features include a more durable fabric for the convertible
top and a new 8-speaker AM/FM/cassette/CD
player. A detachable aluminum hardtop is available too. Price ranges from $61,700 to $62,800.
THOM CARDWELL

OUR GIFT TO YOU

Judging by the
competition,
we're either
overloaded or
underpriced.

The SC is packed with things you'd have to pay for elsewhere.
Alloy wheels. Sport-tuned suspension. Plus some features
that nobody else even offers, like dent-resistant bodyside
panels and a stainless steel muffler. And they're all standard.
So, if you want the most for the least, look no further.
Your car is waiting.

A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY.
A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR. .

SATURN™
SATURN of CHAMBLEK
A Hix Green Company
5764 Peachtree Industrial Boulevard 451-8188
© 1992 Saturn Coloration

Happy One Year Anniversary
December 26, 1992

Call our office before Feb. 28,
1993 and our gift to you will be a
complete consultation, exam and
bitewing x-rays (if needed). In
lieu of a charge, please bring 3
cans of food to help us feed
Atlanta's hungry

Robert V. Schmidt, D.D.S.
128 North Avenue, Suite 200

(404) 872-2717

H&v&fa Hou4e
at Midtown, Inc.
250 14th St. 874-8313
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The Best in Entertainment
RACHE
ALPERT'S
ACOUSTIC
CAFE
Wednesdays in our
Key Club 9:00-1:00
Every Sunday in
January on our
winterized patio
8:00-12:00

PENELOPE
WILLIAMS
back by
popular demand!

Saturdays
6:00-10:00
Sundays
7:00-11:00

COLORADO WATCH
Fleetwood said that 40-50 friends and family
members usually make the jaunt, but "they
just felt this was the right thing to do at this
time." Fleetwood's agency, Planetarium Travels of New York City, has adopted a policy of
not doing business with Colorado.
A Vail, Colorado newspaper refused to
run an ad from a local gay man urging the
boycott. Craig Wutsch said he tried to run an
ad in the Vail Daily during Christmas week,
but the paper's publisher, Jim Pavelich,
wouldn't print it Wutsch said he was particularly angry when the paper ran another political ad during Christmas week promoting the
Eagle County Chapter of the Colorado Right
to Life Committee.
On the legal front, a motion to block
Amendment 2 from taking effect until the
lawsuit challenging its constitutionality is
settled was filed last week in Denver District
court. If granted, the preliminary injunction
would prevent the anti-gay measure from taking effect as scheduled on January 15,1993.
Officials in Colorado cities are scrambling to deal with the boycott and reports that
anti-gay crimes are on the upswing. In Denver, officials denied reports by the Gay &
Lesbian Community Center of Colorado that
such crimes have surged dramatically in the
last year. Sue Anderson, director of the Center, said that the city's numbers are artificially
low because so few people report such crimes
to police, and state law does not track hate
crimes based on sexual orientation.
And finally, Colorado Springs Mayor Robert Isaac has pledged to appeal to the U.S.
Conference of Mayors to reconsider its cancellation of its convention, scheduled for Colorado Springs. Isaac's city was the birthplace
of Amendment 2, and Isaac supports the hateful amendment. Isaac said he doesn't "want it
left in people's minds.. .that we're bigots."

Here's a partial list of boycotters: the Cities of Atlanta, Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, Austin, Seattle, Boston, and Philadelphia; the Minnesota State Democratic Party;
P-FLAG; the Southern California ACLU; The
New York Times; the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force; the Gay & Lesbian Community Center of Colorado; NOW; HRCF; Robin
Tyler, Barbra Streisand; Whoopie Goldberg;
Jonathan Demme; Joan Rivers.
Additionally, Liza Minnelli pulled out of
a planned benefit in Aspen to raise money for
the effort to repeal Amendment 2. According
to her publicist, friends persuaded Minnelli to
honor the boycott. Singers John Denver and
John Oates and actors Anthony Zerbe and
Harry Hamlin and others appeared at the benefit on Dec. 27, which expected to raise more
than $50,000.
Ironically, the Wheeler Opera House in
Aspen had an opening that night because singer
Melissa Etheridge cancelled her scheduled appearance to protest the amendment.
Aspen officials say the city has not suffered because of the boycott. Reservations in
the city are running about 12 percent ahead of
last year, said Tom Hines, director of the Aspen Resort Association. Hines noted that the
last two weeks of December were nearly sold
out-HTieaning the final tallies will add up to a
significant increase over last December.
Celebrities spotted in Colorado so far this
season include Sally Field, Kurt Russell,
George Hamilton, Don Johnson, Melanie
Griffith, Goldie Hawn, Robert Wagner, Jill
St. John, and Jack Nicholson (who called the
boycott "rubbish"). Additionally, Jimmy
Buffett, Don Henley and Cher are expected.
But Kennedy family members have canceled plans for their traditional holiday ski
vacation in Aspen, opting instead for Park
City, Utah. Kennedy travel agent Blake
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1924 Piedm,ont Road
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DISCREET & UNCENSORED

Take Pride In Your Photos
1HOUR
COLOR
FILM
PROCESSING
• Drop Off
• Mail In

Fast, low prices, most orders
processed in 24 hours or less. We
accept 110, 126, 35mm film.
Professional, color, black & white,
enlargements, slides & posters.

300 Ponce de Leon Ave.
Atlanta, GA 30308
(Catty-cornered from Krispy Kreme)
872-8036
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Hospitality House
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2359 Peachtree Rd.
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Pride '93
Continued from page 1
large.
"It would be hard for this organization to be run by personalities," Alexander remarked. "These new bylaws clearly define everybody's role. I'm sure they're not perfect, but the basic
structure looks pretty good."
Alexander said that the new Atlanta rules are based on
those in Los Angeles and San Francisco. They allow for a larger
board (from the current eleven up to twenty-one), and create an
"operations committee" responsible for putting on the Pride
events. The board's main focus will be on long-term planning
and fundraising.
The new bylaws also move board elections from soon after
Pride to January, and create two-year terms for members. Those
terms will be staggered so that half the board will be elected
every other year.

1992 co-chairs Shelly Robblns and Lynn Cothren resigned their seats In part because of the controversy
surrounding last year's Pride activities.

Parity problems
Board recruitment has also become a priority, and something of a sore point When the eleven member board took its
seats last fall, many complained that it was unrepresentative of
the community. Only one member was African-American, and
two were women. The other eight were all white mea
"You can't do anything about parity when everybody is a
volunteer," said Board co-chair Paul Stone. "The new bylaws
will alleviate this."
The new bylaws created a Nominations and Review Committee to recruit board members. That committee, headed by

Judy Siff, is dedicated to finding the most qualified members of
the community to serve on the body that organizes the yearly
Pride. Siff says that her committee's goal is to diversity the
Board.
"I'm networking with everyone I can think of," she said.
"We need not just interested individuals, but interested individuals who represent others, and who will stand up for what
they believe. And most of all, board members need to be willing
to live with differences."
Changes too little, too late for some
Siff, and the board members, say they are determined to
find more women and minorities—African-Americans, Hispanics, Asian-Americans and others—to work on the committee and board. But for former Board co-chair Robbie Rogers, it
was too little, too late. Rogers, saying she was frustrated with
sexism and what she called insensitivity to "members of our
community who do not frequent bars, drag shows or live in
Midtbwn," abruptly resigned on December 29.
"[The board members] kept saying they're trying to get
things squared away and to give them time," said Rogers.
"Well, I've given them four months."
Rogers said her complaints stem from a "general attitude"
against the lesbian community, the recovery community, and
anything that does not fall into the "stereotypical" gay lifestyle.
She said time and again she tried to work with the rest of the
board, but that her efforts were unsatisfactory.
"My position as co-chair was pretty much token woman,"
she said. "I'm outraged at them thinking the community only
exists in Midtown and bars when less than 40% of the community goes to bars."
Pride board members were surprised at the news of Rogers'
resignatioa They held an emergency meeting on December 30,
electing Skip Marklein—the only other lesbian on the board—
to serve as co-chair in Rogers' place. The board released a press
release on New Year's Eve announcing the change, saying that
Rogerfe' "voice and energy will be missed" and that her "work
on increasing lesbian and minority visibility and participation is
a goal of the newly created Nominations and Review Committee."
Board co-chair Paul Stone took issue with Rogers' charges
that the board was not as forthcoming in its attempts to secure
lesbian participation.
"I believe that Pride Board is and always has been actively
involved in seeking not only the women's support, but also
African-Americans, Hispanics and Asians," he said. "And with
the new bylaws, it's more adaptable to being inclusive. That
was the goal of the changes."
"Those issues have been Robbie's concern, and ours," said
newly elected co-chair Skip Marklein. "Getting lesbians involved is twice as hard as getting gay men involved. Lesbians
and gay men have different goals, different issues, and different
ways of achieving things. We want to bring those together."

Paul Stone and Skip Marklein serve as co-chairs for
1993 Pride. Marklein replaced Robbie Rodgers, who recently resigned, she says, because her efforts to bring
different communities into Pride were thwarted.
year's. Even though Pride celebrations in the Big Peach have
been happening for over 20 years, the last two have signalled an
enormous change in the way Pride is celebrated in Atlanta.
Prior to 1991, the city had never hosted more than 5000 Pride
celebrants, and that march—held in the late 70s—was held two
weeks earlier than Pride to protest an appearance by Orange
Juice Queen and homo-hater Anita Bryant Since 1991, however, the numbers have doubled annually, exceeding projections, leaving a Pride committee accustomed to small celebrations scrambling to handle the event These new organizational
changes, say the board, will hopefully create a more efficient
method of running Pride.
1993, they say, will be a transitional year for the committee.
As the Nominations and Review Committee begins its search
for more and qualified board members, other members of the
board will begin working on fundraising and corporate sponsorship for 1994. And everyone will be diving into the 1993
organization
"It's going to be real interesting," said Marklein. "A lot will
depend on the new people."
Stone agreed. "It will be challenging," he said, "but we're
all looking forward to it"
"It will be like no year we've ever had," said board member
Hubert Alexander. When asked what he meant by that he
replied, "I don't know."
For now, "I don't know" may sum up 1993 Pride. But the
remaining board members and committee members are optimistic that this year will exceed last year. How well it reaches
its own goals, or even understands its own goals, however,
remains to be seea
"We're splitting at the seams," said Marklein, "with issues
to deal with, and an event to organize. We've got a concept of
what we want and what to plan for. Now we do it"
Pride '93 kicks off on Jaa 21, 1993, from 7-9 pm at the
Terraces Restaurant in the Georgia World Congress Center.
Final submissions of artwork reflecting on the Pride '93 theme—
"It's Time To Tell America"—are due at that time.
For more information on the party, board recruitment, or
any other Pride matters, call 662-4533.

Onward
Regardless of any internal difficulties, Pride will happen
this year, and in all likelihood the numbers will exceed last
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IOVERLOOKEDI
OPINIONS

""Hi

1-800ITS-OURS
the nation's first
and only opinion polling group dedicated to the
lesbian, gay and bisexual community, is very proud
to introduce a long-distance calling program that
was designed just for us...
OVERLOOKED OPINIONS, INC.,

COMMUMTYSPIRIT

Low RATES
Save up to 25% off of your AT&T, MCI or Sprint long
distance charges. Lowest rates start at 5 PM, not in the
middle of the night. Low rates apply for every single
long distance call you make—no restrictions.
ONE PHONE BILL

With COMMUMTYSPIRIT, two percent of your long
distance call charges are donated to the community
organizations of your choice. Select one or many.

No hassles with multiple phone bills. Your long distance
calls will be itemized on your local phone company bill.
One bill service is available in most calling areas.

With COMMUMTYSPIRIT, you have the power to
provide badly needed funding for the community
groups that are important to you.

FREE CALLING CARD

With fifteen percent of gay, lesbian
and bisexual households in the COMMUMTYSPIRIT
program, we can create over $21 million of funding
for the many local, regional and national organizations that make our community strong, year after
year after year1. Today, more than ever, we need
that strength!
THINK ABOUT IT.

r

UNLEASH THE POWER
...

Our lines are open 24 hours a day. What are you
waiting for? It all begins with you...

COMMUMTYSPIRIT

l-800-IT'S-OURS
1-800-487-6877

You get your own personalized COMMUMTYSPIRIT calling
card for savings and convenience away from home.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

We provide only the highest quality service using the
nation'sonly 100% Digital Fiber-OpticNetwork Customer
service operators are available toll-free 24 hours a day.
No COST TO JOIN
We pay the usual switch-over fee from your local phone
company. There are no fees, minimums or gimmicks.
BUSINESS SAVINGS

The COMMUMTYSPIRIT commercial plan is a great way to
reduce your business expenses. Whether your business
now uses AT&T, MCI or Sprint, call us today and see
how you can reduce business costs and support our
community.

Based on an average monthly phone bill of $50, and 12 million gay. lesbian and bisexual households nationally.
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MOVIES

IfVf WARREN'S BEST & WORST OF '92 The

portrayal of positive lesbian and gay characters in mainstream
movies, which peaked in the fall of 1991 with "The Butcher's
Wife," "The Fisher King," "Frankie and Johnny" and "The
Prince of Tides," ended abruptly early in 1992; but we showed
Hollywood we didn't need them.
The turning point was the protest during the San Francisco
filming of "Basic Instinct," which led the major studios to believe it was safer to ignore us altogether than try to include us and
risk the wrath of the PC police. It was quite evident in 1992, but
the stalemate may end if Gus Van Sant's "Even Cowgirls Get the
Blues" (scheduled for August 1993 release) is a hit and Jonathan
Demme's "Philadelphia" (aJca. "People Like Us") is just part of
a wave of "AIDS films" (Francis Coppola and John Schlesinger
have yet to put theirs into production and Barbra Streisand is still
sitting on the rights to "The Normal Heart").
While Madonna and Roseanne kept us in the public eye in
other media, the movies left us on the cutting room floor.
The boycott was less thorough in Britain, where "Peter's
Friends" and "The Crying Game" had their gay elements, but the
American cinema left us out after the homophobic elements of
the early-in-the-year "Basic Instinct" and Stephen King's "Sleepwalkers."
The good news was the explosion of independent queer
cinema. Although Derek Jarman's "Edward U," gregg araki's
"the living end," Christopher Munch's "The Hours and Times"
and Tom Kalin's "Swoon" all failed to pass the million-dollar
mark at the box office (araki came closest), they received far
wider distribution and (mostly favorable) mainstream media coverage than would have been dreamed of earlier.
Quality-wise, there were no great films released in 1992, but
a lot of good ones. The best and worst were less clearcut than in
recent years, leaving my rankings more arbitrary than usual; and
not having seen either film about Columbus, I fear my list of
"worsts" is incomplete.
TEN BEST
1. The Player
2. Enchanted April
3. One False Move
4. Reservoir Dogs
5. Glengarry Glen Ross
6. Toto le heros
7. Aladdin
8. A Few Good Men
9. American Me
10. Husbands and Wives
HONORABLE MENTION (listed alphabetically)
The Crying Game
Damage
Death Becomes Her
Flirting
Howards End
Indochine
Of Mice and Men
Proof
Thank You and Goodnight!
Thunderheart
BEST DIRECTOR: Robert Altman, "The Player"
BEST ACTOR: Jack Lemmon, "Glengarry Glen Ross"
BEST ACTRESS: Susan Sarandon, "Lorenzo's Oil"

Michael Douglas, pictured here with Sharon Stone in
"Basic Instinct," was the worst actor of 1992 says Warren.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR: Jack Nicholson, "A Few Good
Men"
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS: Marcia Gay Harden, "Used
People"
BEST FILM BY AN OPENLY GAY/LESBIAN FILMMAKER: Jan Oxenberg's "Thank You and Goodnight!"
MR. VERSATILITY: Harvey Keitel in "Reservoir Dogs," "Bad
Lieutenant," "Sister Act"
MS. VERSATILITY: Miranda Richardson in "Enchanted
April," "Damage," "The Crying Game"
MOST PROMISING NEWCOMER: Jaye Davidson, "The
Crying Game"
TEN WORST
1. A Stranger Among Us
2. Consenting Adults
3. Cool World
4. Newsies
5. Raising Cain
6. Breaking the Rules
7. Encino Man
8. Cold Heaven
9. Under Suspicion
10. Rock-a-Doodle
DISHONORABLE MENTION (listed alphabetically)
Afraid of the Dark
Bram Stoker's Dracula
CrissCross
Crossing the Bridge
Final Analysis
A League of Their Own
Scent of a Woman
Until the End of the World
White Sands
Zentropa
T
WORST ACfOR: Michael Douglas, "Basic Instinct" and "Shining Through"
WORST ACTRESS: Melanie Griffith, "A Stranger Among
Us" and "Shining Through"

Warren rates "Enchanted April," starring Polly Walker,
one of the top ten films of 1992.

MOST HOMOPHOBIC MOVIE: Stephen King's "Sleepwalkers"
STEVE WARREN
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COUNTRY MUSIC

lives at 7207 Dianne Drive, but the first
seven is missing from her mailbox. Not to worry. The home is up
for sale, and she's looking for bigger quarters.
And that's an apt description of her country music career.
The 35-year-old singer-songwriter-guitarist has her plentiful talents aimed at the next level. She's just won the Country Music
Association's Horizon Award for most promise. And she wants
more.
"I'm a very driven person," she said as she sipped coffee in
the dining room of her home 25 miles southwest of Nashville.
It was a rare day off the road for the hard-working Bogguss.
The night before, she was presented a gold album for selling
500,000 copies of "Aces." Later this particular Tuesday, carpet
cleaners were coming. If they look around, they will see congratulatory balloons sitting on a table not far from a mantle
where her CMA award is on display.
Indeed, these are heady times for this warm, well-scrubbed
performer who often sings with conviction about independent
women in charge of their lives. Her single "Letting Go" has just
been a top 10 country hit It's about a young woman leaving for
college and her mother's emotions about it. In January, she'll
sing on the network TV special "Women of Country," which
brings together some three dozen current and past country performers. In 1991, she was a finalist for a Grammy Award for
"Hopelessly Yours," a duet with Lee Greenwood. Her "Aces,"
which has songs focusing on people and relationships, has enjoyed a yearlong run on the charts.
All this has been a deserving reward for Bogguss, who's
been steadily building a career since arriving in Nashville seven
years ago in a camper with her dog and cat
"People recognize me now at airports," she said.
She's very much an all-American girl from the small town of
Aledo, 111., where she was a Girl Scout, high school cheerleader
and homecoming queen. She has a degree in metalsmithing from
Blinois State University and designs her own line of jewelry and
leather apparel.
As a young woman, she traveled through Colorado, Wyoming and Montana singing music recorded by James Taylor,
Linda Ronstadt and Emmylou Harris.
She performed at supper clubs and honky-tonks, negotiating
contracts with local clubs and putting up her own posters in a
one-woman promotional whirlwind of resourcefulness and ambition.
"I built up little pockets of fans," she said as her bright brown
eyes danced at the recollection. "I dropped 'em postcards to tell
'em when I was coming back."
Now the lights are brighter and her zeal is flaming.
She's setting her sights on Garth Brooks and Clint Black.
She wants to be at the top of the marquee, not the bottom.
"I can't accept
females being the
opening act formales
the rest of their
lives," Bogguss said.
"It's not ego, just
business. So few
women have been
able to accelerate to
make it work."
hi a bit of playfulness at her concerts, she puts on an
apron when she sings
"Eat at Joe's." It's a
song about a waitress
determined to enjoy Rising country music star Suzy
Bogguss says she's tired of seeing
life.
female
singers as opening acts for
"People
are
men.
.
screaming for it, so I
throw it into the audience," Bogguss said. "I'm going to have to keep plenty of them,
on hand."
Her lyrics rarely show women as vulnerable targets. Thi
rarely whine. "Drive South," her current single, is about a woman
saving a relationship despite hardships. Her rousing "Outbound
Plane," a top 10 hit last spring, was about a woman deciding that
a love relationship has disintegrated.
"I look for songs I feel connected to as a woman. I want to
promote an image I want to see women work toward. I try very
hard to make genuine music that reflects my perspective."
JOE EDWARDS
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Now, finding the right friend
or lover is a matter of choice.
TRY GAY PORTFOLIO DATELINE.
A NEW WAY TO MEET GAY MEN AND LESBIAN WOMEN

1-800-729-6006.
It's easy! Call toll-free 1 -800-729-6006 to:
• Record a description of yourself to be used as an ad for the Gay Portfolio Dateline.,
a voice mail dating service.
• Call twice a week to check if there are messages in your personal voice mailbox.
Once you call Gay Portfolio Dateline, you will be given exact
instructions on how to contact other members and how they can
reach you, too. It's a safe and discreet way to meet gay men and
lesbian women.
ADDED BONUS!
• Receive a special "Portfolio Album" containing photos of gay men or lesbian
women that you can contact. It's a great introduction to the person you want
to meet. To get your album, you must send in a 3V2 x 5 photo of yourself
and fill out the form below.
Mail to:
Portfolio International
1657 The Fairway Suite 138
Jenkintown, PA 19046

Name.
Address.
City

State.

Zip.

Signature.
My signature will certify that I am 18 years of age or older.

By forwarding your photo to
Portfolio International, you give
us permission to use your photo
and it becomes sole property of
Portfolio International.

Break the pattern
of your everyday
identity...

GO

50% -90% OFF
PUBLISHER'S RETAIL

ALL CATEGORIES OF BOOKS
INCLUDING GAY AND LESBIAN TITLES

DOLLAR DAYS
lOOOs of titles
5O0 to $1
All profits from this book store are given
for cancer research at Emory University Hospital

3097 Piedmont Road
(2 doors N. of Buckhcad Diner)

237-1038
Mon-Thurs 9am-9pm • Fri-Sat 9am-10pm • Sunday Uam-7pm

Stone Mountain
Stone Mountain Square
5370 Hwy. #78
498-8077

Savannah
12 Oaks Shopping Center
& Savannah Festival
Outlet Center

INCOGNITO
WATCH US
for exciting changes
in 1993!

Monday—Open at 5:30pm
Tuesday—Pool Tournament
8pm, Rugby Night
Wednesday—Beer Bust,
DJ Dusty from Album 88
Thursday—Beer Bust,
DJ Pete Compton
Friday—Performances by
Chris, Sharon, Lena & Others
Saturday—DJ Pete Compton
Sunday—Open at 7:00pm

857 COLLIER ROAD

355-5189
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THURSDAY

PERSEPHONE'S
SONG. Author Mary
Schmidt reads from her
new novel which
explores a deep friendship between a straight
woman and a gay man
with AIDS. The reading
takes place at Charis
Books and More at 7:30
p.m. Call 524-0304 for
details.
A LADY AND A
WOMAN. SAME
presents Shirlene
Holmes' play about two
black women who fall in
love in the 1890's. Carol
Mitchell-Leon directs this
touching story of lesbian
romance in an age when
such relationships had no
precedent. Runs through
Jan. 24, Thurs.-Sun.
SAME Auditorium at
TULA. 75 Bennett St. 8
pm. 609-9590.
BILLY BISHOP GOES
TO WAR. Theatre Gael
presents a sing-along
musical of World War I
and nerve rattling
descriptions of die early
days of aviation. Runs
through Jan. 31.
Theatrical Outfit, 8761138 for info and
reservations.
LORNA SIMPSON.
The High museum of Art
at Georgia-Pacific Center
exhibits the works of
African-American
photographer Loma
Simpsoa She uses her
conceptually-based
images to question
commomly held beliefs
and social conventions.
Runs through Mar. 5.
577-6940 for further info.
CELEBRATION OF
VISION. The life and
work of two memorable
poets whose work shaped
America's literary

GORDON PARKS.
Marietta/Cobb Museum
of Art presents photographs highlighting the
career of America's
premiere black photographer. The exhibition can
be seen through Feb. 13.
Call 424-8142 for info.

s

SATURDAY

I
PSYCHIC FRIENDS.
TV personality Linda M.
Georgian explores ESP,
wholistic health and
gaurdian angels in a
workshop at the MarriotLenox. See if she can do
for you what she has
done for Dionne
Warwick, Kenny Rogers
and Linda Evans. 7401110.

tragic herione Blanche
DuBois collides with her
vulgar brother-in-law
Stanley in this New
Orleans drama. Alliance
Theatre. 8 pm. 892-2414
for ticket info.

12"

ESIAY

IN MY PLACE.
Charlayne Hunter-Gault
OPERATION SURone of the first two black
VIVE. NAPWA presents
students to integrate the
a six-week seminar of
all-white University of
LESBIAN AIDS
specific topics related to
Georgia in 1961, will
surviving HTV. Sessions
PROJECT. A respeak on her life and
organizational meeting
are offered on Wednescareer as a national news
day evenings from 7:00
will be held from 6:00correspondent The
to 9:30 and Saturday
8:00 pjn. at the
lecture begins at 8:00 in
mornings from 11:00 to
Sisterlove Conference
the Adanta History
Room. Discussion will
1:30. For more info call
Center. Call 8144000 for
include information about more info.
landscape are explored in hilariously illustrates the 874-7926.
lesbians and HTV
documentaries to be
differences, or lack
TALES OF THE
GUYS AND DOLLS.
thereof, between upper
screened at the High
TRICKSTER. Works by infection. Call 624-3563
Loma Luft stars in the
for details.
Museum of Art. Langston and working-class
Canadian artist Barbarafirst national tour of
Hughes, who wrote of the women in 1936 New
Ann Carver-Hunt can be ATLANTA'S BLACK
sucessful Broadway
beauty of AfricanYork City. This allHERITAGE. Through
seen at the Ariel Gallery
musical. Damon
woman cast is directed by at TULA. Her vibrant
Americans, will be
Feb. 27. The Adanta
Runyon's New York
featured tonight
Stephen Petty, director of colored pencil drawings
History Center displays
stories can be seen at the
Sunday's film examines
the smash hit, "The
award-winning paintings, Fox Theater tonight
and figurative ceramic
the poetry of William
Harvey Milk Show."
sculptures can be seen
lithographs, drawings and through Jan. 17. Call 252Carlos Williams. 2:00pm. Runs through Feb. 21 at
through Feb. 16. Call
sculptures in an explora- 8960 for ticket info.
Actor's Express. 221892-HJGH.
tion of the impact of
352-5753 for info.
GONE WITH THE
0831.
Atlanta University's
WIND. Through July 19.
ATLANTA SYMINCIDENT AT
annual art exhibitions.
OPEN HOUSE AT
PHONY ORCHESThe Adanta History
OGLALA. Michael
Call
8144150 for details. Center displays the works
ALFA. Adanta Lesbian
TRA. The ASO features
Apted's documentary on
Feminist Alliance
Indianapolis Symphony
of Fred A. Parrish, the
the shootout that took
welcomes women to an
Conductor Raymon
still photographer for die
place on a South Dakota
evening of games,
Leppard and French
1939 movie classic.
reservation in 1975 and
M I N I A Y Many of the 40 blackconversation and food.
pianist Pascal Roge
the unfair trial that
tonight through Saturday. The Open House runs
and-white prints have
resulted in the conviction
from 8:00 until 11:00.
The concert features the
never
been seen in
of Sioux activist
GAY
USA.
A
gay
and
works of Poulenc, David Call 378-9769 for
Adanta.
Call 8144000
Leomard Peltier can be
directions.
Ott and Dvorak.
for details.
seen at the High Museum lesbian news show
produced in New,York
Performances begin at
at 8:00 pjn. 892-2414.
ST. AELRED'S
includes national and
8:00. Symphony Hall.
FEAST. A solemn
SUDDENLY LAST
international coverage.
892-2414.
Eucharist will be
SUMMER. Great
WE BN ES DAY
Cable Channel 12r People
celebrated at All Saint's
Performances presents its
TV.
11
pjn.
Episcopal Church at 7:30 adaption of Tennessee
VOICES FROM THE
Integrity/Adanta
William's drama about
FRIDAY pjn.
HIV UPDATE. The
SKTH WORLD.
invites the gay and
the secrets of a tortured
nationally
syndicated
Conversations
with
gay
lesbian community to
Southern family. Maggie
cable television program
men about love, life,
celebrate the feast day of Smith, Natasha
THE WOMEN. The
can be seen each
ATDS, spirituality and
its patron saint
Richardson and Rob
classic American comedy
Wednesday on Cable
more. 9:00 pjn. Cable
Lowe star. GPTV
by Clare Booth Luce
Channel 12 at 6pm. This
Channel 12. Airs again
Channel 8 at 10:30 pjn.
month's program features
on Wednesday at9:00.
|
a discussion an Kaposi's
ASTREETCAIjf
sarcoma
and nonDESIRE.
0 I I I G NAMED
Hodgkins
lymphoma.
Through Feb. 13.
The
award-winning
Tennessee Williams'
10:00 and 11:30 ajn. and MEN. March 4-7. The
works of artists Lilly
OUTSTANDING
17th
annual
conference
on
Sat
at
10:30
and
Cannon,
Mary
AMERICAN PAINT12:30.Call 873-3391 for
will take place in
Carmichael, Phyllis
INGS. Through Jan 17.
Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
ticket info.
The 100th anniversary of Stapler, and Jill
"March Forth" is this
Wiscombe. Call 634Randolph-Macon
MASQUERADE '93.
year's theme as
6568 for info.
Woman's College of
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documentary chronicling
Adantan Tom Fox's
struggle with ATDS will
also be aired.
CHANGE. The German
Cultural Center presents
the black and white
photography of four East
Berlin women addressing
the personal changes that
took place for them once
the wall had come down.
The exhibit can be seen
through Feb. 19. For info
call 892-2388.

Pictured:
ABOVE RIGHT: Clark
Taylor stars in "Billy
Bishop Goes To War
"opening January 7 at
Theatre GaeL|hoto by
Barry^Tipping
ABOVE LEFT: Mary
Layne is Blanche DuBois
in "A Streetcar Named
Desire" opening Jan. 12
at the Alliance Theatre
Photo by David Zeiger
BELOW: Leonard ^eltier
is the subject of
"Incident at Oglaga", a
documentary of thell975
Sioux uprising in South
Dakota which resulted in
the conviction of Pettier.
Jan. 9 at the High
Museunf oPjfcrt.
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The opening third of "Deaths of Jocasta" (New Victoria,
1992, $9.95) by J.M. Redman opens nicely enough.
In the setting of a huge country estate in the New
Orleans area, characters are introduced, relationships set
up, and the body found. And we can forgive narrator/P.I.
Micky Knight's self-esteem problems because the political
subtext (seemingly unavoidable for some dyke detectives
these days), abortion rights, is handled with a less heavy
hand than usual. But then J.M. Redman gets carried away
with the emotional self-flagellation of her P.I., and inserts
an entirely unnecessary sixty pages of romantic misunderstandings two-thirds of the way through. The plot, not very
robust to begin with, gets lost altogether. But the baddies
are satisfyingly killed, the sweet old nun rescued, and the
romance consummated, so it's not all bad.
"Holy Family" by John L. Myers (Alyson, Oct. 92,
$8.95) won the Lambda Rising first-novel contest In the
nation's capital, David Harriman seduces a handsome young
thing who ends up dead the next morning. The gay cop
assigned to the case is very sympathetic, but David is still
the prime suspect With the help of a young hustler named
Snake, David sets out to find the real killer. What makes
this book unusual—and proves to be the fatal flaw—is the
supernatural element A boarded-up seminary is haunted
by an Evil Demon which, fifty years ago, was responsible
for the deaths of two young gay seminarians, and which, in
the present narrative, wants as its next victim the gay-butcelibate priest who has flown in from Los Angeles to exorcise it
Unfortunately, the supernatural Evil Demon and alltoo-real Bad Guys (brothers of the slaughtered heir, who
dress up in leather and chains on the weekend) mix about as

WWPi
NICOLA GRIFFITH

well as water and gasoline. Although the first two pages
hint at a novel of possession and evil, of death by demon
and unspeakable horrors, Myers doesn't deliver on this
promise. Oh, there are unspeakable horrors aplenty in this
book, but all are of human origin. Myers's faults, though,
are ones of ambition. "Holy Family" is a humane novel that
touches on many aspects of the gay experience: love, anonymous sex, hustling, family, guilt and community. If it
wasn't for that demon...
According to the cover, "Introducing Amanda Valentine" (Naiad, 1992, $9.95) is number one in a series of
mysteries about New Zealand Detective Inspector Amanda
Valentine. As the book opens, Valentine is on the trail of a
serial killer who cuts his victims to little pieces and scatters
them in garbage dumps. This is an unusual lesbian detective: she's strong, smart and well regarded by fellow cops.
Bonuses include a hot sex-in-the-shower scene with a delicious media star, a minimum of maudlin self-examination,
and absolutely no Political Discussion. The book's only
major flaw is the last few pages which are annoying and
unnecessary. After triumphing in career and love life,
Valentine decides to quit the Wellington force and return to
New York—something that would have been much better
suited to the beginning of the second book in the series.

Sandra Scoppettone's new book, "Everything You Have
is Mine" (Ballantine, Sept 92, $3.99) is the most interesting
novel of the batch, a mainstream book that is distinguishable from its Naiad or New Victoria counterparts only by its
quality. Lauren Laurano, ex-FBI Special Agent turned P.I.,
is Out She's in a stable, eleven-year long relationship with
her lover Kip. They wear wedding bands. She's witty,
well-dressed and very smart She's happy. When she's
tracing down a rapist and a murderer, she doesn't have to
spend three-quarters of the book wondering if she's really a
lesbian, or re-ordering her political priorities, or fucking the
suspect in the bathroom...she just does her job. Oh, she
runs into annoyances here and there—a little homophobia,
some sexism, everyday stuff—but she just rolls her
eyes...and gets on with her job. As we all do, every day.
There are no political Hot Topics, no earnest subtext Just a
very, very good detective story about a very clever detective who will not rest until she finds out who killed her
client. And she makes sure she gets her fee, in full. (Does
anyone else out there get pissed off when women detectives
do all that work and don't get paid?) Lauren Laurano is the
best P.I. since V.I. Warshawski—probably better, because
she's a dyke.
Next time in this column: lesbian science fiction, gay
westerns, Men on Men 4, Regency romance, and more...
Nicola Griffith is an England transplant living in Atlanta. She is the author of a scifi thriller, Ammonite, to be
published in February by Ballantine Del Rey. Look for her
continuing book column which will appear several times a
month in Southern Voice.

At Hennessy we've put the
customer first since 1964.
Twenty eight years ago, Hennessy made a firm commitment to be Atlanta's
leader in automotive sales, service and leasing. As our product line has
grown, so has our reputation for taking care of our customers. When you
purchase or lease a vehicle from us, we think of it as the beginning of a
lasting relationship. Our courteous, knowledgeable sales people want to
make your visit a pleasant shopping experience. When you bring your
automobile back to Hennessy for scheduled maintenance or repair, you'll
see us at our best. Whether you're looking for a luxury sedan, sports coupe,
off-road vehicle, family wagon or work/utility vehicle, we have Atlanta's best
selection. Remember the friendly faces at Hennessy in your search for a dedicated
car dealer, and visit one of our convenient locations soon. At Hennessy, you'll
see a difference!

HENNESSY
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3040 Piedmont Road • (404)261-5700

HENNESSY maZDa PONTIAC GMQRUCK
7261 Jonesboro Road • (404) 968-,6800

HENNESSY I
5880 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. at 1-285 • (404)457-6800
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e all have one, maybe more.. .we try to avoid them but
sometimes it is impossible. What I am referring to is
our eccentric friends—those unique individuals who
refuse to live life by the rules. You know who I
mean—that one who has more animals in his studio apartment than the Atlanta Zoo; the co-worker who can talk for
hours about his collection of 8-track tapes of the Grateful
Dead—you get the picture.
Of course, we all have a touch of the eccentric in us to one
degree or another., .after all, one man's trick is another man's
treat or something like that. Anyway, if you enjoy examining
the foibles of others (from a safe distance), make plans to
attend the two part film series, "Odd Obsessions" at the High
Museum of Art.
Kicking things off will be "Painting the Town." This
movie follows Richard Osterweil, a downtown New York
artist who makes ends meet as a cab driver by day and a party
crasher by night. And, no, it is not just the Soho and Village
party scene that Mr. Osterweil regularly invades—he prefers
to slip past the doormen of posh Upper West Side buildings to
enjoy cocktails and conversation among the Rich and Famous. How does he manage it? / have trouble getting into the
non-smoking section of Morrison's.
Show dates for "Painting the Town" are Friday, January
15 at 9PM and Saturday, January 16 at 8PM in the Rich
Auditorium.
One week later, the second half of the series offers "Wild
Wheels" and the very short feature "Over the Hedge."
"Wheels" takes us into the wacky world of people who are
obsessed with applying their artistic talents to their autos.
"Hedge" concerns shrubbery and the elaborate trimming
thereof into fantastic shapes and sizes. These two films will be
shown together on Saturday, January 23, at 8PM. Tickets are
a very reasonable $4 for the general public, $3.50 for students
and seniors, and $3 for High Museum members.
If you want to see eccentricity carried to the extreme, you
can catch "Streetcar Named Desire" at The Alliance Theatre.
This classic play by Tennessee Williams tells the story of
Blanche Dubois, a faded Southern belle, who lives in dreams

DANNY

Give Yourself an After Christmas Gift
Tour Jewelry or Ours
Lip: $25 • Eyebrow $25 • Nipple $25
Two of the above $40
Below the Belt Priced on Request
Walk-ins Welcome
<**i?f- Jt"%*\*%
1952 Howel! Mill Rd., Suite 4
003-4oU«3
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and memories of the past. She travels to New Orleans to visit
her sister Stella and Stella's boorish but sexy husband Stanley.
The atmosphere is as thick as the heat as these personalities
clash and clang.
Kenny Leon brings his considerable talents to the director's
chair, while Mary Layne and Burke Moses tackle the roles of
Blanche and Stanley.
Opening night is Wednesday, January 13. The play runs
through February 13. Previews begin on January 6. Tickets
are available at the Woodruff Arts Center box office or charge
by phone at (404) 892-2414.
In other theatre news, SAME is bringing Atlanta playwright Shirlene Holmes' "A Lady and A Woman" to their
stage opening January 7 and running through the 24th. The
play, directed by Carol Mitchell-Leon, tells the* story of two

Piercing 50% OFF

$1^

0

Sondra Barrie (left) and Brenda Porter star in "A Lady
and A Woman," a love story between two black women
in the 1890s. The show opens January 7 at the SAME
auditorium at TULA.
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African-American women—one an innkeeper, the other her
new tenant. The play is set in the 1890s, and portrays the
romantic relationship between the women against a background where such things are unimaginable.
The two actresses handling the roles are Brenda Porter
and Sondra Barrie. The playwright, Shirlene Holmes, is an
associate professor of communications at Georgia State University, and the author of "Ain't I A Woman" and "Slavery
Days."
SAME is located at the TULA Complex at 75 Bennett
Street, Room M-l. Tickets are $10 in advance and $12 at the
door. The performance schedule is Thursday through Sunday
at 8PM Advance tickets may be purchased at Charis Books &
More and at E.D. 's Gourmet Records.
Remember Sunday afternoons when you were a kid,
watching Mutual of Omaha's "Wild Kingdom?" This awardwinning show gave us our first glimpse into the life and death
struggle of aJiost of African animals and alerted us to the
dangers of extinction faced by many of these creatures. And
of course, you remember the host of the show, Marlin Perkins,
the silver haired gentleman who was our guide to "the bush."
And who could forget the young attractive Jim Fowler who
did the leg work on the show? Well, Jim has gone on to bigger
things, introducing us to exotic animals as a guest on Johnny
Carson's Tonight Show and the early morning Today Show.
But it is Mrs. Fowler who was in Atlanta recently to help kick
off an exhibit of her original art at Burnhoff Gallery in the
Clear Creek Center at Piedmont and Monroe.
Betsey Burhans-Fowler is an accomplished painter who
specializes in realistic depictions of wildlife in all its various
forms. And although her depictions are realistic, Mrs. BurhansFowler likes to add elements from her own imagination to
enhance the color and settings of her paintings. "Whimsy" is
the name of the exhibit, which include acrylics, watercolors,
prints, and posters. The best thing about the exhibit is that
proceeds from the sale of the art are donated to Dr. Leike of
the Kenya Wildlife Reserve for the protection of the African
elephant and the black rhino. The show runs from January 15
through February 13.
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ARE YOU TURKEYED OUT?
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BREAKFAST
SERVED
FROM

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

m

"Mex-Mex"

asal's

Influences of various cuisines
creating a taste for everyone!

1021 Virginia Avenue
In the Heart
ofVA-Highland

Livejazz
TucsHat

8:30 pm until

Tues-Thurs6-10, Fri & Sat 6-10:30
Sun 5:30-9:30, Closed Monday

No Animal Products, No Dairy,
No Cholesterol, No Sugar,
Low Salt, Low Calories

[BUY ONETJ

Dinner Only—Tues.-Sun.
Hrs: Tues.-Th.,
Sun. 5:30-10:00
Fri. & Sat. 5:30-11:00

Reservations Accepted

688-0836

i

JAN 5-23
873-9844

469 N. Highland

VEGGIE DELIGHT

TERESA
HIGHTOWER

NEW BRUNCH
SAT & SUN
11-3

Life is too short
to eat bad Mex.
Try the real thing at

The Chile Tree

842 N. I lighland Avenue

Seafood & Steak

American Roadhouse From breakfast to blue
plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it all!
'90s food at '50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12 Fri
& Sat, 11 -4 Brunch Sat & Sun.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822

CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

Where Particular People Dine

C

Restaurant Listings

7AM
DAILY
872-2822

proprietors
Martin Maslia, Ed Udoff

I Get 2nd one Vi price ,
Next to the Plaza Theatre on Ponce de Leon

Open Mon.-Sat. 11 am - 9 pm

872-4539

The
Some of Our 80+ Menu Items

.Orchid

• Jerk Chicken • Paella • Moras • Conch
Fritters • Ropa Vieja • Key Lime Pie • Black
Beans • Cuban Sandwich • Roast Park •

Restaurant & Nightclub
Dinner—Mon-Sat ^-1 I pin
T ▼Y
()yskT Bar 1 I prn-3 ani
Live Piano is; Karaoke
Closed Sundays

Full bar at Buckhead!
Lunch & Dinner 7 Days
W(

e

*ti Class Rotisse^

COMING SOON
2180 Pleasant Hill Rd.
(Kroger Shopping Center)

1803 Cheshire Bridge Rd.

892-3520

Atlanta's Only
Gay Supper Club!
DINNER SPECIALS
Monday-Prime Rib $9.95
Tuesday-NY Strip $9.95
Wednesday-Chicken
Teriyaki $7.95
Thursday-Shrimp Alfredo $8.95

Monday-Thursday

Buy One Dinner
Get One Free
or Singles 1/2 Price
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Welcome to Roasters! Casual
dining on Lenox Road featuring
rotisserie chicken, ribs, awesome
appetizers, fresh vegetables and
homemade desserts. Whether it
be our famous chicken fingers,
wings, soups, salads or chicken
rotisserie nachos, everything is
fresh and cooked to taste.
All menu items also available
to go. Open for Lunch and
Dinner 7 days.

Roasters, Inc.
Plantation Heights
Shopping Center
2770 Lenox Road
237-1122

NOW OPEN—DOWNTOWN
Next to Peach tree Center
303 Peachtree Avenue

653-0070
2625 Piedmont Road
Sandy Springs Plaza
Buckhead Crossing Ctr.,
6301 Roswell Road
Near Cub Foods

364-0212

255-5434

Cafe Montserrat Southern European & Cuban
Cuisine. Specialties include fresh fish &
seafood, Paella, Pasta, Tapas & Osso Bucco.
Room available for private parties. Dinner MonSat; Lunch Mon-Fri. Reservations accepted. On
the Square in Decatur across from the new
courthouse.
515 N. McDonough St, Decatur • 373-2922
Cafe Mythology An international coffee house
serving desserts, special coffees and your
favorite cocktail from our fully stocked bar. The
perfect after dinner, after theatre, after symphony or after ballet stop, or just the right ending
for that special evening on the town. Hours:
5pm-2am seven days.
1140 Crescent Ave • 873-0794
Casal's Virginia-Highland's newest restaurant.
Informal fine dining. Seafood, steaks, veal &
chicken. Vegetarian available. House specialities: cioppino, chicken petee. Homemade
desserts. Dinner Sun-Thur 5:30-10 pm; Fri/Sat
5:30-11 pm; Closed Mon. Full bar. Reservations
accepted. VISA, MC, Diners, Carte Blanche.
1021 Virginia Ave • 873-9844
The Chile Tree Atlanta's first and only restaurant featuring the classic dishes of Southern
Mexico and the Yucatan... polio pibil, turkey en
mole poblano, shrimp in garlic/chile chipotle
: sauce, and other unique items are available.
; Sun-Thur 6-10 pm; Fri & Sat 6-10:30 PM. AMX,
MCA/ISA, Discover. Completely non-smoking.
Reservations not accepted.
469 N. Highland - 688-0836
The Clay Oven Exotic cuisine & sizzling kabobs
from the Moghul Empire. Critically acclaimed by
Elliot Mackle, The Atlanta Business Chronicle,
and Gary Kaupman. Wide variety of appetizers,
soups, entrees, vegetarian dishes. All you can
eat $5.95 lunch buffet 7 days. Dinner 5:30-10:30.
1829 Peachtree Rd - 355-9411
Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/Caribbean
food in Atlanta for the past 4 years, in a great
tropical atmosphere. Visit our newest location
downtown next to Peachtree center.
303 Peachtree Ctr. Ave. Peachtree Center •
653-0070
2525 Piedmont Rd Buckhead Crossing • 3640212
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Springs Plaza • 255-

5434
Crab House Full fresh seafood menu featuring
world famous garlic & steamed crabs & our
fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad bar.
Entrees $9.95-17.95
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes contain
no meat or dairy products. Soups, appetizers,
sandwiches, entrees, daily specials, desserts &
more. Open for Lunch & Dinner. Tu-Th 11:3010pm; Fri, Sat 11:30-11pm; Sun 1:30-10pm.
1129 Euclid Ave • 524-2132
Dusty's Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92.
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7 days.
Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 & up.
1815 Briarcliff Rd • 320-6264
Einsteins Featuring massive salads, pastas,
sandwiches & more. Wonderful desserts,
cappuccino and espresso. Located 1 block from
Piedmont Park. Free parking. Sun-Th 11:30am1am, Fri & Sat 11:30am-2:00am.
1077 Juniper St • 876-7925

E = MC2
Einstein's for appetizers
and dinner...
Movies, theater, ballet,
symphony or museum

Cafe Mythology
for coffee cake
and cocktails!
BN8TEWS
1077 JUMPER 8T.

876-7925

CATt

NYM
9I9QY
CAFE MYTHOLOGY
1140 CRESCENT AVE.
(behind Petrus)

873-0794

Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving the
community since 1974. 2 floors, casual & fine
dining. Daily specials, Full service menu and bar.
Dinner 7 days a week 6pm-12am, Sunday
Brunch 12-4pm. Reservations accepted. Visa,
MC, Amex $7.95-12.95
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983
Harry's Place In Grant Park. Serving authentic
New Orleans cuisine, in a casual dining
atmosphere. Gumbo, red beans & rice, seafood,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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What did the French go for at Christmas?
Oysters, and more oysters. An oyster expert
from Bordeaux, Pascal Caron, estimates the
Christmas trade accounts for 80 percent of
annual oyster sales.
The bivalve is a perennial French favorite,
frtfm the smallest, called No. 5 on the menu,
up to the large triple-zero, which could be
several years old. All are raised in pens and
ponds from Brittany on down the coast.
"Don't ask the reasons for qualifications
of 54-3 and so on," said Pascal Magne, an
oysterman in Marennes, a famed oyster region
north of Bordeaux. "It's been that way forever."
Another forever is eating oysters alive. It
might make Americans squeamish, but in
France, the practice is de rigueur.
"Of course you eat it live," said oysterman
Jean-Claude Lazare at the Novotel near
Marennes, where the oyster is downed in a
peculiar southwestern French way—with hot
sausages on the side.
Oysters are raised with as much care as
children in a nursery, one learns in the Marennes
area, where nearly 50 percent of all the oysters sent to French tables are cultivated.
They are "finished" in clairieres, or special beds dug in the marshy country around
Marennes, where they acquire a greenish tint.
The term "fines de claires" from the region is
considered a guarantee of quality.
A mature, 3-year-old oyster can produce
up to 2 million eggs seasonally, but only a few
of the eggs flourish as larvae.
Men and women in boots and slickers fasten the larvae and plankton to supports of
metal, plastic, tiles, slate or whatever else works
on the saltwater banks.
After growing on their supports, called
collectors, for a year, the larvae are separated,
or "thinned."
As the oysters grow, they move through
several "beds." In the first, for a year or two,
they are protected from such predators as starfish, which gobble up oysters like humans at
Christmas.
Then the oysters are transferred to mesh
containers for further care.
In about their fourth year, the oysters are
transferred to the shallow rectangular "claires"
for their final phase, called "affinage." In a
two-month period, they take on their particular greenish color from an algae called navicule
bleue.
Now they are ready to be sorted, separated
and sent all over France and the world. For
their trouble, the oyster people of Marennes
get a "red label" from the Agriculture Ministry, a kind of guarantee of authenticity.
Around here, there is little appreciation
for the American practice of scraping oysters
from their shells before serving and adding
hot sauce.
"But we will serve lemon or vinegar and
shallots to those who want the extras," Magne
said. "In France, when we say "nature,' it means
the oyster is still attached to its shell. We eat it
with butter and good brown bread."
SUZY PATTERSON
Here is an oyster recipe from a restaurant
near Marennes.

Oysters with citrus fruit (for 6)
30 oysters
3 oranges
3 lemons
About 1 tbsp olive oil
Several grains of ground coriander
Algae, seaweed (if possible, about
two handfuls)
Peel, seed and quarter the citrus fruit, saving extra juice. (If not much juice, add enough
orange juice to produce about one-half cup).

Half an hour before serving, open the oysters, saving their liquid, and arrange on ovenproof platters with seaweed.
Pre-heat oven to 400 F.
Mix oyster juice with fruit juice and simmer over medium heat. Add oil and coriander
to taste, stirring briskly.
Place a quarter lemon and orange in each
oyster, grind on some pepper and place oysters in oven long enough to warm them, about
2 minutes. Before serving, top oysters with
citrus sauce.
When cold winds blow, serve Winter Vegetable Lasagna, filled with squash, carrots,
onions and provolone cheese.

Winter Vegetable Lasagna
1 pound lasagna, uncooked
2 tablespoons margarine
1 large onion, diced
1 pound butternut squash, peeled and diced
2 medium carrots, peeled and diced
1/2 cup flour
3 cups low-fat milk
1/2 cup white raisins
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
2 cups grated provolone cheese
1/4 cup Parmesan cheese
1/4 cup pinenuts or walnuts
Cook lasagna according to package directions; drain. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Melt margarine in a large saucepan over low
heat. Add onion, squash and carrots. Cook the
vegetables over low heat until very soft. Stir
in flour with a wooden spoon. Gradually stir
in milk until the mixture is smooth. Bring the
mixture to a boil; stir in raisins, salt and pepper. Remove from heat; set aside 1 cup.
In a 9- by 13- by 12-inch baking dish,
spread a little of the vegetable sauce over the
bottom and cover with lasagna. Sprinkle some
of the provolone over lasagna and add more
vegetable sauce. Continue to layer sauce, provolone and lasagna, ending with a layer of
sauce. On top, sprinkle with Parmesan and
nuts. Bake uncovered in a 350-degree F oven
for 40 minutes or until nicely browned and
heated through. Makes 8 servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 527 cal.,
24.1 g pro., 70.2 g carbo.,. 17.8 g fat, 31.3 mg
chol., 724 mg sodium.
Recipe from
NATIONAL PASTA ASSOCIATION

Options to homemade stock
Most days, we're in a hurry and have no
time to make homemade stock from scratch.
So consider these convenient store-bought options.
Ready-to-use chicken, fish, onion and vegetable flavors in cubes. Each cube is wrapped
individually for easy measuring.
Instant bouillon granules: You'll find all
the same flavors as cubes available, except for
fish. In addition, low-sodium beef or chicken
bouillon granules are an alternative for people
watching their sodium intake.
For each cup of broth or stock needed,
dissolve 1 teaspoon instant bouillon granules
or 1 bouillon cube in 1 cup boiling water.
- Besides making broth, use bouillon granules and cubes in these ways:
—As a ready-to-use seasoning, sprinkle bouillon
granules onto omelets, cottage cheese, or hot
vegetables.
—For a quick dressing or dip, stir bouillon
granules into yogurt, sour cream, or mayonnaise, then chill.
—To season meat or poultry before cooking,
sprinkle with bouillon granules.
—For richer tasting soups, sauces, marinades
and gravies, simmer them with bouillon granules or cubes.
—To enhance the flavor of vegetables, rice,
pasta, or fish, substitute bouillon granules or
cubes for the salt you generally use in the
cooking liquid.
NANCY BYAL
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Ital/arv
Cuisine
3644 Shallowford Road
Gust West of Buford Hwy)

451-0979
Specialties Include
Baked Fettuccine, Mussels in Marinara Sauce,
Snapper Piccatta, Vegetarian Available

Casual Attire
Private Party Room • Reservations Accepted
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15% gratuity added
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DINNER SPECIAL
5PM-8PM ONLY
BUY 1 ENTREE AND GET SECOND ENTREE OF EQUAL
OR LESSER VALUE 16 PRICE.
PLEASE FIGURE GRATUITIY ON FULL VALUE.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER TABLE. EXPIRES

1/31/93
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Wborhood itavv**
10 King Circle at Peach-tree Hills Avenue in E3uckhead
231-4113
Lunch Tuesday through Friday • Pinner Seven Nights
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Restaurant Listings

MORE MARRA'S.
LESS MONEY.
MORE APPETIZERS. MORE
SALADS. MORE CASUAL.

STILL MARRA'S.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24
pizzas. Open 11 am to 11 pm, Mon-Fri. 5 PM to
11 PM Sat. All major credit cards accepted.
Reservations 658-9113.
451 Cherokee Ave • 658-9113

ceLe&RaTion
Join us the
week of January IO
through 16.

MARRA'S
seafood grill" ~
AND NOW.. .LUNCH

/Ill

2 for I'tntrees
Sunday through
Thursday.

$2.00 off all glasses
of wine Friday and
Saturday.
Make RJ's your place to be

Mario's Italian Restaurant Italian cuisine
served since 1969 in a casual and cozy
atmosphere. Favorites include snapper piccatta,
lasagne, and chicken romano. Vegetarian too.
Lunch Mon-Fri 11-2, $3.25-5.25, Dinner Sun-Thu
5-10, Fri & Sat 5-10:30, $6.25-14.95. Private
Parties.
3644 Shallowford Rd (W. of Buford) • 4510979
Marra's Seafood Grill Serving Atlanta's finest
seafood for 11 years. This "Best of Atlanta"
restaurant offers only the freshest fish and
shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared with
eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F 11:30-2:00, Dinner
7 dys a wk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $8-14
1782Cheshire Bridge Rd-874-7363
Mid City Fish A light-hearted neighborhood
restaurant for "serious seafood" featuring...crab
cakes, grilled seafood and salmon. Our "we
shuck 'em—you suck 'em" oyster bar offers
happy hour prices on oysters, jumbo shrimp and
buckets of beer daily from 5pm to 7pm.
961 Amsterdam Ave. • 872-0114

1782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta

874-7347
NON SMOKING SECTION
LUNCH M-F
DINNER 7 DAYS.

Joni's Italian Cafe Authentic Italian Cuisine in a
casual atmosphere. Seafood, chicken, veal & a
large selection of vegetarian entrees. Fresh
sauces and pasta dishes. Hours: Lunch Mon-Fri
11:30-2:30, Dinner Mon-Th 5010, Fri & Sat 510:30, Sun 5-9. VISA/MC, AMEX. Entrees start
at $7.95.
2140 N. Decatur Rd • 728-0041

Milano's Pizza & Subs Complete menu from
salads to desserts.
736 Ponce de Leon, Common Mkt PI
• 8744ALL(2255)

RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED.

870 North Highland Avenue
Virginia Highlands. 875-7775

Nuevo Laredo Colorful authentic borderland
Mexican cafe. New dishes to Atlanta includes
chicken mole. Return to the restaurant scene of
Chance Evans, original bar owner of U.S. Bar &
Grill. Worth the trip! MC, AMEX, Visa. $3.957.95. Open lunch & dinner 7 days.
1495 Chattahoochee Ave • 352-9009
Ocean Wave Cafe Serving a variety of
appetizing seafood broiled, steamed or fried.
Health conscious cooking, low country style,
served in a casual atmosphere. Catch a good
deal on a great meal. Lunch & Dinner Daily. Dine
in or carry out.
820 N. Highland Ave • 873-2009

Custom holiday packages and gift certificates.
Fresh breads and pastries daily.
Imported cheeses, coffee and olive oils.
Only the finest meats, fish and gcame.

YOUR
PART

Roasters Convenient to Lenox/Phipps shopping.
Fresh vegetables, salads, sandwiches, BBQ
ribs, beer & wine, and the best rotisserrie
chicken in town. Ask about catering. Mon-Thu
1 MOpm, Fri & Sat 11-11pm, Sun 12-10pm.
2770 Lenox Rd • 237-1122

Voted 1992 "Best Pate Selection" by Atlanta Magazine.
985 MONROE DRIVE

•

ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30308

•

RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Enjoy
Chef Scott's creative menu while dining on the
patio or in the cozy dining room. Largest
selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta. Great
vegetarian selection. Friendly service, reasonable prices. Dinner 7 nights. Brunch Sunday.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775

404 - 872 -I760

San Gennaro Keep the Neopolitan spirit alive
with its festive atmosphere of a New York
neighborhood trattoria. Enjoy our award winning
calamari and other hearty Italian specialties
indoors or alfresco.
2196 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 636-9447

Eat smart.

Italian Cafe

The Best In
Casual Dining
S 7.00 OFF
2nd ENTREE
/()/ link// & dinner, i.xii. 1/20/93
2140N.DecaturRd.
Intersection of N. DecaturRd.
and Clairmont Rd.
728-0041

A MEXICAN CAFE

10:30.

featuring
"Borderland Mexican Cuisine"

7 Kings Cir, Ptree Hills • 266-2732
Veggie Delight 100% Vegetarian. Full menu
including appetizers, salads, sandwiches, stirfrys & pasta. Specialties include a variety of
veggie burgers. Prices start at $3.00. Open MonSat11am-9pm
Next to Plaza Theater on Ponce - 872-4539

1495 Chattahoochee Ave., NW
Atlanta, Georgia USA
"the place nobody knows about...
but everybody goes to..."
Open 7 Days
Lunch y Dinner
(404) 352-90-09 Chance Evans, Patron

Treehouse Restaurant & Pub A cozy fire sets
the tone of this neighborhood pub. Menu
changes every week—always pasta, meat, fish,
chicken. Now serving lunch 11:30-2:30, dinner 6-

the CEDAR TREE
EMORY

VILLAGE

373-2118

The White Orchid Atlanta's only Gay supper
club. Dinner, entertainment and dancing in an
intimate setting. Continental menu and full
service bar. Dinner Tue-Sun, Sunday Brunch.
Reservations accepted. $8.95-14.95.
1803 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 892-3520

JANUARY

hoopie for Whoopi: Dish is generally long to bed by
the time Whoopi Goldberg makes it to Ch. 36, but we
understand from friends that the talented and funny Ms.
G. does far and away the best job of any of the late night
shows with gay/lesbian/AIDS issues, asking questions that would
set Arsenio or Jay spinning. Our friend was especially pleased
with interviews that the Whoopster has done with Elton John,
Liz Taylor and k.d. lang. If you want to tell her how pleased you
are with her inclusiveness, write to The Whoopi Goldberg Show,
c/o The lippin Group, 230 Park Avenue, Suite 550, New York,
NY 10169.
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Rumorville I: Dish does not out people—we haven't the time
or resources that it takes to document a person's sexual orientation. But we have it from good sources that one of the nation's
best known rightwing (deep southern) bigots turned to supposed
mainstream politician is, in fact, queer. Says our source, "It's
common knowledge down in
. He even lives with
another man." This is scary stuff, as scary as Roy Cohen or J.
Edgar Hoover. Luckily this guy does not now hold elective
office; hopefully he never again will.
Rumorville II: Speaking of closets and politics, there's quite a
buzz afoot among activist types about which of Bill Clinton's
cabinet level appointees might be lesbian/gay, though not very
forthcoming about that fact According to the latest dish, one of
these folks was asked by a journalist point blank, "are you gay/
lesbian?" The reply was, "absolutely not" followed quickly by,
"no, don't print that" Why not? The only reason we can think of
is that this particular (wo)man does not want to be on record as
having denied the truth Look for more on this when rabid
righters in the Senate are asked to confirm this appointment.
Sexy Skates: Residents of, and visitors to, NYC during the
'80s will remember the omnipresent "Rollerina" an irrepressible
drag queen (and rumored drug dispenser) on roller skates. And

Leathertest V takes place in March in San Diego for all
you leather or leather curious types.
of course, several of San Francisco's Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence have been known to take to rollerblades and -skates when
the whimsey strikes. But to our knowledge a recent "underwear
encouraged" skate at San Mateo's (CA) Rolladium is the first of
its kind in the country. A friend tells us that the event was
sponsored by the S.F. Parks and Recreation Department. Wanna
bet that there were Markey Mark and Madonna lookalike prizes?
Happy Hamlisch: Composer Marvin Hamlisch says that his
insecurities kept him from being happy until he was married in

January 7 through January 13,1993

The Full Moon on the 8th could easily be a day for high tension
and extreme mood swings or dramatic responses from people
you might least expect This can also be a very productive and
satisfying week, if you are able to stay calm and centered.
ARIES, all areas of your life may demand attention now, especially home and close personal relationships as well as your
career activity. So be sure to take very good care of yourself and
give yourself plenty of time to make major decisions. TAURUS,
with the Sun, Mercury, Uranus and Neptune in your 9th house of
worldwide awareness, long distance travel and metaphysical
studies, you could find yourself doing some really unusual and
different activities. Have a good time! GEMINI, with all the transformation going on in your 2nd house of material and financial
resources and your 8th house of joint or cooperative resources,
you may be wondering where the next dollar is coming from. Not
to worry, it is on the way!
CANCER, now that the Sun, Mercury, Uranus and Neptune are all
lined up in your 7th house of partnerships and shared experience,
your sense of harmony and balance may be completely thrown
off as you struggle to find yourself amid constant change. LEO,

S T A

with Mars, the fiery planet of assertion and personal action going
back and forth in your 12th house of visions, dreams and the
collective unconscious, you may not feel .you are resting much at
night Keep a dream journal and take naps whenever possible.
VIRGO, as Venus, the planet of beauty, harmony and affection
and sensuality moves gracefully through your 7th house of close
personal relationships, you may discover there are some really
wonderful folks circulating in your social sphere. Enjoy!!!
LIBRA, with so much going on at home, with family, career,
authority figures and your own personal life, you may need quiet
time more than ever, just to sort out all the different aspects of
your personality and keep up with all the activity around you.
SCORPIO, you can learn a lot about yourself through the expression of your creativity, your sensuality and your passion for life.
This is the time for adventure and taking a few risks, but please,
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1989 to Terre Blair, according to a recent article in Parade
Magazine. What Dish wants to know is which insecurities? And
just why does the talented Mr. H. feel the need to be talking
about this, in public, three years after the fact?
GaGa for Gingham: Dish hates to be on old stick in the mud,
but the news that someone (we'd guess it would have to be a gay
man) recently paid $48,400 at a Sotheby's auction for the blue
gingham dress that Judy Garland wore in The Wizard of Oz
causes us to question some folks' value systems. Other proof that
we really do live in a material world are these items and prices
paid for them by fans: Jimi Hendrix' orange velvet vest, $19,800;
a Beetles drumskin cover, $17,600; and a lamp from
"Casablanca," $12,100. And to think that there are people in this
country who are starving.
Life Goes On: TV's sometimes mawkish, but often
groundbreaking "Life Goes On" is set to sail into heretofore
uncharted territory when its regular teenage character Jesse (played
by Chad Lowe) goes from being HTV positive to having full
blown AIDS. Problem is that ABC has decided to take the series
off the air at the end of Jan. just when the four episodes dealing
with Jesse's travails are set to air. But series creator Michael
Braverman says the network is committed to run the controversial shows, although it may be in a Saturday slot, when the TV
audience is at its lowest That's a shame, because Jesse eventually triumphs over his infections and attacks life with a "holistic,
macrobiotic" zeal that turns him from victim to survivor.
Lust in the Dust: If you're into (or just curious about) leather
and are looking for an excuse to take a trip to sunny San Diego in
March, consider looking in on "Leatherfest V" the 12th-14th of
that month at the Holiday Inn Mission Valley. Said motel is
offering a special rate of $69 a night for 24 persons in a room—
the more the merrier says Dish. If you'd like an information/
registration packet, call 1-800-598-1859.

not with sexual activity. SAGITTARIUS, with Venus gracing your
4th house of home, family and roots, you may get the urge to
redecorate or move to someplace that feels more like home. Also
an excellent time to heal some old and difficult wounds within
the family.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, CAPRICORN! Hope you are having a wonderful month. This is the time to celebrate with friends and
family and share how much they mean to you. Also an excellent
time for long range career planning. Sudden romance could
blossom into something very special. AQUARIUS, you may have
the urge to go back to school, pick up some new skills, travel to
distant places or even focus in on your spiritual development.
Relationships provide important lessons about life and living, if
you have time to observe. PISCES, with Venus, the planet of
grace, beauty and harmony moving through your 1st house of
personal appearance, identity and self-appreciation, you can go
almost any place with ease. Just relax and shine, shine, shine.
MARY BAILEY R U L E is a professional astrologer who specializes in
personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as crisis management.
She can be reached through her voice mail number, 717-4326.
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our friends thought you should get in touch with
the green world, eh? Loaded you down with
colored tin-foil wrapped pots bursting with living, upright, and demanding creatures, did they?
Well, receiving Mother Nature's Bounty, in the form of
little plant people, can most assuredly be wonderful. It can
also be dauntingly terrifying, if you're unsure of what precisely to do for each little life.
As in the realms of sci-fi or sex, the first rule of indoor
plants is: DONT PANIC. There are logical and fairly painless ways to proceed.
Before anything else, remove those colored wrappings.
The foil just serves to trap moisture against the bottom of the
pot, and may cause the plant to drown or contract root rot.
Any plant needs decent drainage.
For max benefits, place the pot into a shallow saucer or
pan which 1) has a wider diameter than the pot, 2) features
pebbles/styrofoam peanuts/broken pottery, or anything which
will allow the bottom of the pot to keep dry when the water
you put into the pot drains out of the holes in the pot's bottom.
And if, Goddess Forbid, the pot lacks drain holes, drill some
in, or transfer to another pot. Otherwise, the plant will eventually be killed.
Following this most primal form of first aid, the next most
important need is to identify the plant by name.
Do you know what it is; did your friend tell you what it's
called; is there a small plastic tag which gives the name; can
you take it back to the purchaser and ask for an n>, can you
call your County Extension office and give a brief description—or better still, pay 'em a visit to see if they can provide a
name...?
Knowing what you have on your hands allows you to
uncover information about the plant. Since a number of plants
share common names, the best and surest ID is to ascertain the

EARTHSHAKIN' OBSERVATIONS
Latin name, and remove all ambiguity as to the plant's familial origins and place in the plant world's Cosmic Dance.
However, Latin nomenclature is not a sine qua non for
most common house plant gifts.
Let's say you're now the proud mother of a kalanchoe (kalan-KO-ee). Without looking it up in any reference book, you
should be able to tell that, given the thickness of its leaves and
deep green coloring, you surmise this is a succulent.
So, like all succulents, she's going to require lots of sun,
and she will not enjoy being overwatered.
Now, you can go to a book, such as "Keep Your Gift
Plants Thriving—A Complete Guide to Plant Survival" by
Karen Solit with Jim Solit. Look up what it says about temperature ("Like most winter bloomers, kalanchoes grow best
where it is cool. Night temperatures of 50-60° F and day
temperatures of 65-70° F will help assure the longest possible
blooming period and promote a stocky growth habiO; moisture (a long paragraph); light (recommends "abundant sunshine" and points out that "plants with lower than adequate
light levels become leggy"); description, availability, selection (i.e., how to); plus the 'pedigree': origins, Latin name
(Kalanchooe blossfeldiana), family comments.
You may not become an instantaneous Master Gardener,
but you'll be able to keep her alive and enjoy her for years to
come.
One plant which has become indelibly associated with the
holidays is the poinsettia. People love to mass them, exchange
them, put them in entryways, create geometric shapes with
them, etc.
Two years ago, I answered phones for the DeKalb County
Extension Office in December. Out of 16 calls one day, 11

concerned poinsettias.
Briefly, here's what you should bear in mind: 1) strip off
any paper or foil covering the lower leaves; it will cause them
to drop off in a matter of days, 2) as semi-tropicals, they like
to be warm—but not hot. They appreciate high humidity, with
a night temperature @ 60°, and day temps @ 70°, 3) it's true
that the color comes from the leaves; the flowers themselves
are inconsequential bumps in the middle of the showy leaves.
Poinsettias have an undeserved reputation as a poisonous,
plant. In fact, they are not. However, if ingested, the leaves et
al can irritate the stomach lining. And that milky sap, which
virtually all euphorbias exude when the stem is cut into (the
Latin name here is Euphorbia pulcherrima), can cause a poison ivy-like reaction in some folks.
As with the rest of life, exercise common sense! Additionally, people always ask how they can get their plant to bloom
next year. My advice is, buy another one next December if
you don't have tons of time and patience.
Poinsettias only bloom under very particular and exacting
circumstances, including 10 hour light cycles (which means
they cannot be exposed to any additional incidental light
sources outside of this cycle); cutting bxk the plant by only
one third and no more; no root disturbance of any sort; night
temperature just right; fertilizer application just right; etc.
Frankly, I'm too damn busy for all that And what closet
could I put her into for incidental light blocking where the cats
won't ferret her out? Please! However, since I can't bear the
thought of condemning perfectly healthy plants to the compost heap without good reason, I decided last year to plant out
the several I received.
Did they grow? Oh yes. Too well. They took over one
entire patch, displaying annoyingly weedy, leggy, and relatively colorless properties. I pulled them out last month, with
the last of the tomato plants.
But if you really like a challenge and have the time, go for
it Otherwise, plant out your chrysanthemums, spent bulbs,
hardy ferns, etc., and keep the tenderer gloxinia, cineraria,
antherium, bromeliads, etc., where you can keep an eye on
them.

Winning in
Business
and in Life

Express yourself...

M. Anne Ballard
Tuesday, Jan. 26, 1993
A lesbian organization promoting social and business networking
Programs are held at the Castlegate Hotel, 1-75 and Howell Mill Road.

Reservations must be made by Noon on Friday, Jan. 22nd.

Information Hotline: (404) 662-4353

PANACHE HAIR

k-\\dn • IIK

A UNIQUE FULL
SERVICE SALON

Sutton Place

Specializing in color, upbeat
cuts, perms and all natural hair
care products including:
Aveda, Paul Mitchel, Matrix
Bioledge, Nexxus.

More Than A Home/A Progressive Attitude

Perm, Haircut &
Blowdry only $49

NO SECURITY DEPOSIT ▼ 3 BEDROOM SPECIAL
Great Location Near Lenox • 2 Sparkling Pools • Screened Terraces
On MARTA • Beautifully Manicured Grounds

3580 Buford Highway NE 321-1255

($69 Value!)"
Introductory otter lor Now Customers
—
with this coupon.
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Nature's gifts
are worth giving

MORNINGSIDE
SAGE HILL
SHOPPING CENTER

873.1849

Avenue NE
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ORGANIZATIONS
AIDS Organizations

SAM COPPOCK

AID Atlanta— $72-0600
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277,
Atlanta, 30337,762-6002
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
(State-wide).
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—
876-2317
ATDSCHAIM—Edie, 642-3467
Atlanta Buyers Club— (404) 8744845, or POB 77003,
AtL 30357.
Childlrind—936-9655
First MCC AIDS Ministry—872-2246
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—
1-800-551-2728
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—633-0634
National Assn of People With AIDS/A tlanta—
874-7926
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525-4620

Ago: 38
How long In Atlanta: 20 years
Last book read: "The Mask of Apollo"
by Mary Renault
Pot peeve: Political correctness and
other forms of social disease
Sam Coppock, C.PA, tells the story of a
man who sets down his balloon in an empty
field during a sudden storm Hopelessly lost
he asks the first passer-by where he is. "You're
in a balloon gondola in the middle of a field,"
the man replied. "You must be an accountant," says the balloonist "How did you
guess?" inquired the man. "Because your information is absolutely correct and of no use
whatsoever."
The balloonist would have had a hard
time figuring out Sam Coppock's profession,
because his information is simply fascinating.
While serenely chewing his way through
a salad during the lunchtime interview, the
Mississippi bom accountant talked about his
life. He wanted to be a career Air Force pilot,
but the Vietnam war ended while he was still a
junior at Georgia Tech, and the military began
massive force reductions. That left the ROTC
scholarship engineering and physics major out
in the cold. He liked studying engineering and
physics but, he says, working in that field
didn't really please him By 1980, he was
working with an accounting firm and his then
lover suggested he take some accounting
courses.
"To me it seemed as easy as working a
crossword puzzle and I thought, 'Why didn't I
find this before?'" he recalls.
Now, as he gears up for the busy tax
"season, he fondly turns to the memory of his
recent trip to Greece. He calls the trip he took
in March, a "spiritual pilgrimage."
"It was like a Jew going to Israel, or a
Muslim going to Mecca," he beams. "I felt
like I was touching the eternal. I felt the ghosts
of my brothers from 2300 years ago and men
that I have known in my life."
Coppock acknowledges coming out sexually in 1976 at the age of 21, but he dates his
"birth as a gay spirit" to 1981 when he first
became acquainted with the works of the Greek
philosopher Aristotle.
"I believe there is something special about
being a gay man," he philosophizes. "It was
the Greek spirit that showed me that. In
America, we don't have the heroic notion of

love between mea"
He has taken the Greek philosophy to
heart and has applied it to many areas of his
daily life. He is especially fond of the Greek
idea of fraternity and the special brotherhood
of gay mea
"Brotherhood not in a vague sense, but in
a very direct sense," he explains. "Your brother
is who you call when your car breaks dowa a
brother visits you in the hospital or dances and
celebrates with you during sacred times."
Upon the death of a close friend last year,
Coppock acted on another Greek tradition.
"One of the customs of mourning is the
shearing of one's hair. After Glen died, I seriously contemplated a buzzcut, but I thought
that was too radical," he remembers. "But as I
shaved one morning, I thought, 'That's it, that's
the shearing,' and I haven't shaved since."
Coppock believes the Greek philosophy,
besides working for him in his own life, should
be embraced by the entire gay and lesbian
community.
"It's one more thread we should weave
into our tapestry. Just as we have looked to the
Native American and other primitive cultures
for insights," he notes. "Those more primitive
cultures put us in touch with the earth, and the
Greek culture can put us in touch with the sky
god. It allows gay men especially an opportunity to tap into that spirit of brotherhood that
straight society would deny us."
Greek culture and thought has so permeated Coppock's life that it's easy to outwardly
think of him as a Greek statue in all it's splendor, but he claims, "The body is all AngloScot, but somewhere back in there is the ghost
of a Greek in me."
CANDACE CHELLEW
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_State_

Zip.
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O $40/26 issues

^] $28/26 issues

(2 to 4 days for delivery)

(5 to 9 days for delivery)
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Arts/Entertainment
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—872-4432
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
"Furmy...That Way"—875-2275
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc
-609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609

Bars
The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—22710th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd.
634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co-S93 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Frank's Place—778 N. Highland. 881-0259
Callus Bar & Restaurant—49 6th St 892-8983
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Incognito—857 Collier Rd. 355-5189
Lorena's—708 Spring St 874-8125
The Metro—48 6th Street, 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St 659-4055
Petrus—1150 Peachtree St 873-6700
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Tin Lizzie—Ford Factory Square. 874-3961
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712
Weekends—688 Spring St 875-5835

Direct Action/Political
ACLU/Lesbian AGay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—874-6782(0)
Catalyst—{404)776-1478
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
—605-7477
Gay Republicans—Republicans for Individual Freedoms,
2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington —
(404) 662-4199 or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—
872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee,
231-5751
L.A.B.I.A. (Lesbians Against Battering In Atlanta)
—822-9570
LEGAL—605-7476
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline
—874-7926
National Organization for Women—875-0176
Neighbors Network—257-5550
Queer Nation—605-7396
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

Professional
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Georgia Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights
(GAPHR)—231-2251
HomeGirls—622-0105
LEAGUE (Employees of AT&T)-404/872-2359
Nat'l Federaton of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
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Spiritual
Please make checks payable
to Southern Voice.
Send to: P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

TADNcnurciNoncaTiSE

All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —
622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—409-0203
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—215-0585
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atlanta—
872-2246
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183

Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—
373-5830
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134 or George at
688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—242-4899
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—SASE to: GANG,
POB 7546, Atlanta 30357
Hotlanta Soccer—876-7372
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, AtL 30324,
873-4061
Hotlanta Volleyball—621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 941263, Atlanta 30341
S.E. Gay Rodeo Association—POB 7881, Atlanta, 30357.
760-8126
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172,
Atlanta 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—239-8184 (voice mail)
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033.
(404) 939-0244 (evenings).
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—S76-0090
Athens Lesbian Information Line
—(404)613-7661
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Quo—Box 11863, Atlanta
30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Lambda Community Center—POB 15180, Atlanta
30333.662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—662-4533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atlanta
30307, phone 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—
843-4492
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Chrysalis Women's Center—881-6300
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—Write G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, AtL
30339, phone 612-9473.
Friends Atlanta—662-4501
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—296-8369
Gay Help Line—6pm-11pm 892-0661
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America
—623-4099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of
City Council—330-6504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POx 9678. Atlanta 30319.
(404)621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofemirdsts—525-9085
The Group—892-0661
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lawrenceville 30246,
871-GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520
Interact of Atlanta—804-1477
KO-Existance—875-8936
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Leather S/M Discussion Group—873-2453
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—325-4909
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians and Gays with Children—633-1325
Lesbians Over 50— 850-1005
Lesbians With Children—740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 30307
Name the Violence—370-1317
Out Youth—POB 78401, Atlanta 30357,
239-9286 (no calls after 10pm)
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or
875-9440
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Athens—
(706) 208-1704
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Single Lesbians Group-^66-3287
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—
(404) 873-9832 (staff counselor)
Uniformed Services Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA
22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—723-1112. or write POB 451065,
Atlanta 30345-1065.
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—908-3356

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501,
Decatur 30030; 373-1632
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm.
College 426-8160
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech
Sta., Atlanta 30332; 873-2263
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga.—
POB 2438 Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368
S£. Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Univ. of Ala. Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc—284-3479 or
284-1347
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ACCOUNTING

CLEANING ~)
• Professional
• Licensed
• Bonded
• References

• Income tax planning and preparation
• Monthly bookkeeping and payroll taxes
• Over 7 years public accounting experience in Atlanta

1394 Monroe Drive, Atlanta, GA 30324
Phone: (404) 607-7363; Fax: (404) 607-0197

CLEANING ~)

ANN
DUCKWORTH

ALL-CLEAN

DANIEL ROSS
Certified Publie Accountant, Master's Degree in Taxation

c

(

• cleaning services •

DENTIST

294-8590

• residential
commercial
Hardwood
Floor Waxing

Nancy M, Stewart
D.D.S.,P.C.

No exam needed for
most ages up to
$300,000. No blood
test required up to
$500,000. Please
call for proposal.

General and Cosmetic
Dentistry

(

ACCOUNTING

) ( CONTRACTOR )

Many
Happy
Returns.

• Business & Personal Taxes
• Bookkeeping
open year around

378-9820

ATTORNEY

)

Law Office of

N

'

622-4922

c

Experienced
professional accountant
trims taxes merrily.

MICHAEL F. PECK
1950 Spectrum Circle
Suite 395
Marietta, Georgia 30067
(404)933-0645

RON EBY

&

ACCOUNTING

404-414-1188
A

L

ATTORNEY ~)

y
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TRADtnon in EXCELLENCE-.

<JWUW

ofme

Let our award-winning designers create a home or office
environment that is a reflection of your lifestyle.

297-0078

262-7085

\Free initial consultation

J c

CONTRACTOR

□ Kitchens
□ Decks
For Free Estimates
^Call Gene

c

Say you
saw it in

Patricia J. Garland, Atty

A

INTERIOR DESIGN

3

LANDSCAPING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS,
REMODELING

BRODIE
TAX

Q

(404) 454-6745

Since 1982
Corasaniti Construction Co.

Tax preparation for
Individuals and business.

Contracts
Business Law
Civil Litigation
Real Estate

(

CONTRACTOR^)

Window Ropes
to Additions
Small Jobs • Repairs
Electric • Plumbing
Windows/Doors

Specializing in
Quality Work
v

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP

General Contractor

Dependable
Remodeling

Decatur/Emory

C

(

C.J. Clark

Associate Tax
Consultants, Inc.

558 Medlock Road, Suite 7
Decatur, Georgia
(Near Scott/N. Decatur Rds)

(404) 377-2662

298-1409

636-8800

)

)

TERM LIFE INSURANCE

Serving Emory-Decatur Areas

An Minim* >v Buswfss \dv

ACCOUNTING

INSURANCE

LOW COST

references
on request

Financial 1/ynamicJp

(

(

KEEP
d&
YOUR
™
BITE BRIGHT!

A good accounting system is essential
for business success.

Hazel Ed linger

~)

Since 1986

D

ACCOUNTING

(

7/1993

MILLER AND BUCKNER, INC.
266-2753

□ Baths
□ General Repairs

Landscape Design • Installation • Maintenance

634-5460

10% of invoice to go to AIDS Charity of your choice.

D c

CONTRACTOR

3

MASSAGE

Home Additions
&Remodeling

Mic/uze/ BbuttdOK

General Practice

SOUTHERN
VOICE

• Divorce
• Bankruptcy
• D.U.I.
Suite 302, The Carnegie Building,
133 Carnegie Way

c

371-0398
gene cloud
.Free Estimates

577-7167

ATTORNEY

1 C

Serving the Gay Community for 11 years.

Residential Home Repairs
Improvements

D.U.I. • Wills & Estates • Divorce

voioe/rry

404-584-9671

c

AUTOMOTIVE

CHARLIE M.

3 C

in the directory

J C

HEALTH

Donor Insemination
for Lesbians

Honda Parts For Sale

USED HONDA PARTS
Call

Feminist Women's Health Center

378-6846

580 14th St. N.W.

for directions
184 Rogers St. in Little 5 Pts. Area

874-7551

CLEANING

Call.

YOUR HOUSEKEEPER
residential and office cleaning service

RELIABLE • REASONABLE • REFERENCES

875-2681
You deserve the best!

J c

FIND WHAT YOU NEED

(404) 361-4523 Office
837-6472 Beeper

BILLY EARNEST

FOREIGN AUTO SERVICE
HONDA SPECIALIST

C

J

Roof Repair • Painting • Decks
Fences ■ Drywall

Attorney at Law

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290

Licensed/Insured

CONTRACTOR

M. P. Schildmeyer

Come See Us for Help with Your '92 Taxes,

Deep Tissue
Stress Reduction
Sports Massage

Zmmett Construction

S. Dion Smith, M.D., F.A.S.A.P.
Psychiatry and Addiction Medicine

J

HOME IMPROVEMENT

J

MEDICAL

Odd Jobs:
• Painting
• Cleaning

Medication
Management
Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy

• Yardwork
Voice/TTY

Bobcat Productions 373-6673

Gay/Lesbian
Sensitive
• AIDS
Counseling
C^i

OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT
PHONE

(404) 843-9494

MT VERNON MEDICAL CTR

755 MT. VERNON HWY
SUITE 350
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

30328

SOUTHERN

VOICE
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MEDICAL
201Washington St. SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
Across from the State Capitol

mmmlmmm

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
qm
^

CENTRAL HEALTH CENTER

ESS ==
___■

S^VMB

(PSYCHOTHERAPY^) (
A Workshop tor day
& Lesbian Couples

ROSE HILL
CENTER

M7
^P

HJZCJl

Getting

TRAVEL ~~~) (

Health Care for the Family
• Immunizations
• GYN Exams
• STD Treatment
• Treatment of Minor Illnesses
• Chronic Disease Management

Individuals
Couples
Groups

785 Marcus Street SE
Atlanta, GA 30316
404-525-2777

404-659-0117

J c

MOVERS

) C

"There's no place
like home."

I

FAST SERVICE
JAMES

3

PETS

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
.Counseling

Petsitting Service
404-634-0292

Spring Fever? Take a cruise...

Let your pet stay home for the holidays.

Groups fir? Individual
Vacations at Sea

ExeLCSr

Individual & Couples
Psychotherapy

874-2373

872-8065

sliding scale

1409 N. Highland
Suite M

ELY CRUISES 892-8872

J

VETERINARIAN

C

Janette Friel, DVM
Melissa Rayfield, DVM

Julia Strong, MSW

• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
•12 step focus

J

TRAVEL

Immune System Concerns?
Consider Imagery & Self Hypnosis

Stella Eller,M.ED.,M.A.

Pet's Best Friend

(404)297-982$

3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons
Phone 634-0672

352-1189

622-1597

fireplace, deckhand waterfall. 'Beautifully furnished.

Board Certified Psychiatrist

$70.oo

3

TRAVEL

J C

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

1004 VIRGINIA AVE. NE
ATLANTA 30306
j

v

C^fBI9i^E9^TAL

Edward O. Nix, M.D.

AS LOW AS

In-home Pet Sitting

TRIPS
UNLIMITED

OU2LPULCE

GROUPS FORMING IN JANUARY
counseling
women in transition
404 717-41

MOVING!!!

Z00KEEPERS, INC.

mmm::

D C

National Certified Counselor
Individual, Couples & Group Therapy
• Relationships

(

USA - TRIP

(803) 588-9443

728-9762

CLAUDIA SCARBROUGH, MS, NCC

3

c
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EQUUS CONTINENTAL MOVERS, INC.

377-9870

872-8747

David Woodsfellow, Ph.D.
Jamey Collins, LCSW

MIDTOWN MOVERS
Residential, Commercial, Office
Fine Antiques
Packing, Un-Pack, Set-Up

PETS

January 22-24

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

Liscensed & Insured

c

You Want

Scholarships available for PWAs
Affordable therapy for the gay &
lesbian community

Insurance filed by our staff
Reduced fees for low income

MOVERS

The only gay/lesbian
accommodations at the ocean
between Ft. Lauderdale and
Rehoboth. 10 miles to historic
Charleston. Affordable deluxe
rooms and breakfast, social
hour, 8-person spa and pool.
P0 Box 41
FollyBeach.SC 29439

The Love

A modern facility with
old-fashioned care

NAUN ANIMAL
I1CSPITAL

584-8761

926 DeKalb Ave. • Inman Park • By appt. only

mrnmii
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Where to find SOUTHERN VOICE around Atlanta
AN8LEV
Ansley Beach, Ansley Mall
Ansley Hair, 1518 Monroe
Ansley Health, 1259 Monroe
Ansley Therapy Asso.,1904 Monroe
Brushstrokes, 1510 Piedmont
Burkharts, 1492F Piedmont Rd.
Canine Showcase, Ansley Mall
Chapter 11 Books, Ansley Mall
Crazy Rayz, 1492 Piedmont
E.D.'s Gourmet Records, 1510 Piedmont
Funny Business, Ansley Mall
Laundry Lounge, Ansley Mall
Mail Boxes Etc, 1579 Monroe
Morningslde Chase, 1445 Monroe
New Order, Ansley Mall
Royal Bagel, Ansley Mall
San Jose, 1510 Piedmont
Scandals, 1510 Piedmont
The Boy Next Door, 1447 Piedmont
The Cove, 586 Worchester Dr.
AVONDALE ESTATES
Avondale Pizza, 70 N. Avondale Rd.
Shakespeare & Co., 122 N. Avondale Rd.
BUCKHEAD
Bill's Health Market, Lindbergh Plaza
Book Warehouse, 3097 Piedmont Rd.
Cafe Intermezzo, 1865 Peachtree St. (Box)
Catering Specialties, 1863 Peachtree St.
Coco Loco, 2625 Sidney Marcus Blvd
Expressway Bowling Lns, 1936 Piedmont Rd,
Garden Hills Cinema, 2835 Peachtree Rd.
McDonald's, 2929 Peachtree Rd. (Box)
Oxford Books, 360 Pharr Rd.
Oxford Books, 2345 Peachtree Rd.
Oxford Too, 2395 Peachtree Rd.
The Darlington Apts, 2025 Peachtree Rd.
The Otherslde, 1924 PiedmonJ

Turtle's Rhythm & Views, 2099 Peachtree Rd.
BUFORD HIGHWAY
Stosh Ostrow, 13 Corp Square, Ste 107
Sutton Place Apts, 3580 Buford Hwy
Turtles, 3061 Buford Hwy
CHESHIRE BRIDGE
Buddies, 2345 Cheshire Br.
Dunk N Dine, 2277 Cheshire Br. (Box)
Hairanola, 2000 Cheshire Br. (Box)
Hoedowns, 1890 Cheshire Br.
Let Music Play, 2345 Cheshire Br.
Opus,1086AlcoSt.
Showcase Cinema, 2323 Cheshire Br.
The Heretic, 2069 Cheshire Br.
Two Pesos, 1895 Piedmont
White Orchid, 1803 Cheshire Br.
World Class Gym, 1859 Cheshire Br.
DECATUR
Cedar Tree, 1565 N. Decatur Rd.
Chapter 11 Books, 2105 N. Decatur Rd.
Colonial Oaks Apartments, 212 Adair St.
Eddie's Attic, 515 N. Mc Donough Ave.
Everybody's Pizza, 1593 N. Decatur Rd. (Box)
Golden Buddha, 1905 Clairmont Rd.
Karuna Counseling, 1549 Clairmont Rd.
Sage Hill, 1799 Briarcliff (Box)
Southern Star, 231 W. Ponce (Box)
DOWNTOWN
Atlanta Joumal/Constiution,
72 Marietta St. (Box)
C&S Bank, 75 Piedmont (Box)
Georgia Power, 270 Peachtree St. (Box)
Grady IDC, 35 Butler St
GSU MARTA Station, Butler St (Box)
Main Library, Carnegie at Forsyth (Box)
The Pear Garden, 111 Luckie St.

GRANT PARK
Adams Realty, 460 Cherokee Ave. (Box)
Arts Exchange, 750 Kalb St.
La Glace, 562 Boulevard S.E.
Moreland Tavern, 1196 Moreland SE
LENOX
Lenox MARTA Station (Box)
Roasters, 2770 Lenox Rd.
Tower Records, Around Lenox
LITTLE 5 POINTS
Actor's Express, 280 Elizabeth St.
Charis Books, 419 Moreland
Eat Your Vegetables, 438 Moreland (Box)
Fellini's Pasta, 1174 Euclid Ave (Box)
First Existentialist Cong, 470 Candler Park Dr.
Johnny's Pizza Cafe, 467 Highland
L5P Community Center, 1803 Austin Ave.
L5P Pharmacy, 484 Moreland
Sevananda, 1111 Euclid Ave. (Box)
The Atomic Cafe, 1655 McLendon
The Bradley Building, 772 Edgewood
The Movie Store, 299 Moreland
MARIETTA
Life Grocery, Roswell St.
Turtles, Towne Center Oaks
(across from Towne Ctr Mall)
MIDTOWN
AID Atlanta, 1438 W. Peachtree St.
Arts Center MARTA (Box)
Atlanta Gay Center, 63 12th St.
Backstreet, 845 Peachtree St.
Blakes,22710thSt
Bulldog & Co, 893 Peachtree St.
Cafe Mythology, 1140 Crescent Ave.
Caremark, 1031 Juniper St.
Cha-Gio, 966 Peachtree St. (Box)

)

A. RSVP CRUISES
B. OLIVIA CRUISES
C. TRIPS HOME
TO MOM
D. ALL OF THE
ABOVE

PSYCHOTHERAPY

Steven J1. 3Ua£et. "Tft.S.
Psychotherapist

Internal Medicine—Board Certified

TRAVEL
GETAWAYS.

CHARLESTON BEACH
BED & BREAKFAST

Physician on staff

c
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Common Ground, 1053 Jumiper
Einstein's, 1077 Juniper
Feminist Women's Health Ctr, 580 14th St.
Frijoleros, 1031 Peachtree St.
Goodies 64 3d St.
Hemmingway's, 1049 Juniper
LaBamba, 1139 W. Peachtree St.
Loretta's, 708 Spring St.
Midi own Manor, 811 Piedmont
Midtown MARTA Station (Box)
NAPWA, 44 12th St.
North Ave. MARTA (Box)
Subway, 10th & Piedmont
The Armory, 836 Juniper
The Gallus, 49 6th St.
NORTH ATLANTA
Borders Books, 3655 Roswell Rd
Dunk'n'Dine, 4520 Roswell Rd
Incognito, 857 Collier Rd.
Life Grocery, Roswell St. Marietta
Turtles, Town Center Mall
PONCE CORRIDOR
Atlanta Family Health, 155 North
Braden Fellman, 931 Ponce de Leon
Buddies, 239 Ponce de Leon
Franks Place, 600 Ponce de Leon
Goody's, 304 Ponce de Leon
Renaissance Bookstore, Rio Mall
Skate Escape, 1086 Piedmont
Subway, 699 Ponce de Leon
The Eagle, 306 Ponce de Leon
The Phoenix, 567 Ponce de Leon
Tin Lizzies, 699 Ponce de Leon
Tortilla's, 774 Ponce de Leon (Box)
Turtles, 1039 Ponce de Leon
SOUTHEAST ATLANTA
Moreland Bar & Grill, 1196 Moreland Ave.

UNIVERSITIES
Emory, Dobbs Univ. Ctr. (Box)
GSU Sparks Hall, Courtland at Gilmer (Box)
GSU University Ctr, Courtland St. (Box)
Georgia Tech Student Ctr, Techwood Drive
Kennesaw State College, Soc. Sciences Bldg.
VIRGINIA-HIGHLAND
12 Step Books, 784 N. Highland
American Road House, 842 N. Highland
Atlantis Connection, 1402 N. Highland
Better Bodies, 931 Monroe
Blimpie, 931 Monroe
Boot Camp, 597 Cooledge Ave.
Camilla's. 1186 N. Highland (Box)
Caramba Cafe, 1409 N. Highland (Box)
Chow, 1026 1/2 N. Highland Ave.
Condomart, 632 N. Highland
Comer Compact Disc, 1048 N. Highland
Reeman's Drugs, comer N. Highland &
St. Charles (Box)
Jake's, 931 Monroe
Maddix deluxe, 1034 N Highland
MCC of Atlanta, 800 N. Highland
Midtown YWCA, 957 N. Highland
Movies Worth Seeing, 1409 N Highland
Nature's Art, 1025 Virginia
RJ's Uptown Cafe, 870 N. Highland
St. Charles Deli, 752 N. Highland
Southern Voice, 1189 Virginia (Box)
Stone Soup, 1248 Virginia
Superior Foods, 865 N Highland (Box)
Taco Max, 1006 N. Highland
The Silver Grill, 900 Monroe
Woody's, 981 Monroe
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Prequaiifyng can save you a lot of headaches
Want to take advantage of the home-buying market now that
interest rates are still relatively low? Pleased that it's a "buyer's
market" but still puzzled and intimidated by the home-buying
process? Think that with a stable job, a healthy savings account
and a good credit history you're probably a "low risk" mortgage
borrower but unsure where to begin in your pursuit of that dream
house?
Real estate experts across the nation agree that the first step
for a prospective home buyer should be to sit down with a mortgage lender for a preliminary idea of your actual borrowing capacity. Industry insiders call such a meeting between the home buyer
and the mortgage lender a "pre-qualificalion session" or "prequal"
for short It's something thai can save time and spare the buyer the
disappointment of picking out a property outside their range.
"The danger is, if you go looking around first at properties,
you're going to fall in love with a five bedroom mansion when all
you can afford is a starter home," says Paul Savemann, a vice
president at HSH Associates, a mortgage publishing company in
Butler, New Jersey.
By participating in the prequal process, a borrower can receive estimates of the down payment, closing costs and a variety
of mortgage options such as the adjustable rate and fixed rale
mortgage programs.
Additionally, prequal educates the borrowers about lending
capacity, subject to the changes in rates and terms in a continual
floating market, as well as allowing them to gain a basic grasp of
housing finance in general and key terminology in particular.
The experts point out that most lenders distribute booklets on
a wide range of subjects, including federal mortgage disclosures
and the underwriting guidelines, the basis upon which loan decisions are always made.
Prequal has the further advantage of allowing the borrower to
remove obstacles in the home-buying process at an early stage. It
can also create "an urgency to... accumulate cash through a crash
savings program," as one real estate analyst puts it, something that
can be particularly helpful for the first-time home buyer in these
sensitive economic times. It can give the borrower a head start in
making certain that the credit history is accurate and up-to-date.
In cases where there are discrepancies or need for corrections with
the credit agency, there's additional time to "set the record straight."
According to Peter G. Miller, author of "Buy Your First
Home Now," becoming prequalified for a mortgage can give the
borrower, especially a first-time buyer, strong negotiating power
when it comes to making a contract offer on any property.
Even in the present buyer's market, being able to negotiate
from a position of strength is always preferable, despite the fact
that there may be a few parties in competition for the same property. It may also influence the price at which the property is
purchased as well as other financial terms.
Though the decrease in interest rates for home mortgages for
the past twelve month period has released more money for potential first-lime home buyers and others, reports in the media continue to indicate that many banks, in an effort to avoid repealing
their past errors in making poor judgments concerning borrowers
(figures persist that approximately 10% of all residential mortgage
holders in America have been making late payments during the
last six month period), are beginning to require larger down payments, pay off of previous debts and other prerequisites for mortgage loan approval.
If you're in reasonably good financial standing and meet the
minimum requirements as a first-time home buyer, your chances
couldn't be much better for buying real estate than right now.
With leading financial indicators predicting that interest rates won't
go much lower than the'eurrent national average of between 8.25
and 8.5 percent through most of 1993, what are you waiting for?
THOM CARDWELL

< The perfect home meets
'your budget, personal
taste and life-style. Call
l me to help you find it.

JIMHILLIARD

I Thank you for your
business, Southern Voice
readers.

RE/MAX in TOWN

622-2127/728-8800
Serving first time homebuyers in the $65,000-$125,000 range.

WEIGHING THE MORTGAGE OPTIONS?
Let BRET DOMAN balance them out for you!

CHRIS
CARROLL

321-3123
X34707
office
225-8311
dig, beeper

RE/MAX metro atlanta

VA LOANS
COND0& INVESTOR
JUMBO LOANS
FIXED & ADJUSTABLE
CASH OUT REFINANCES
NO INCOME VERIFICATION

emory > de c a t u r
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Lovers, roommates, friends may use both
incomes to qualify for a home loan with
Hammond Crossing Mortgage

BRET DOMAN

RON JOHNSTON

HAMMOND CROSSINC MORTGAGE

(0) 404-458-3500 (r-ager) 679-2650

Coldwell Banker - Emory

(0)321-4461
(H) 321-2740

Paula Needle, GRI
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

ASSUMABLE
Low down payment, Lakeside area.
3BD/2BA brick home, privacy,
fenced yd, screened porch. $119,900
ANSLEY-MORNINGSIDE
3BD/3.5BA Euro-contemp tnhse,
decks, fenced yd, garage. 3159,900

Office 321-3123
Home 299-1954

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY

•
'
'
'
•

Lowest Rates
FHA & VA Loans
No Income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages

•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Service

Variety & Convenience

Ahicniv*Mii
AMERICAN

_

c M

ORTGAGE, CORP.

FINANCIAL

JEFFREY HALEY
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Office:

404-726-1666

404-399-0912

of Buckhead

(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

ELI

Chuck Daily

WMU

Your In Town Atlanta
Realtor

ART
AUERBACH
"The first name in Real Estate

—ELI saleeby —

728-8800
RE/MAX lntown

and the last name you 11 ever need'
K

ext. 9230

'"^'jJH

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Re/Max Metro Atlanta 321-1930
Each office independently owned & operated.
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AIDS Services
& Education
Drs. Ray crassman and Ni vine Megahed
(Licensed Psychologist) announce a
group for People Affected by ffl V/AIDS
and People Bereaving HIV-related
Losses. The group will begin Thur. Evenings, 6-7:30 pm at 1598 Monroe Avenue (Comer of Monroe & Piedmont)>
Call 262-6812 for further info. (5.47)
Heartstrings of West Georgia-an AIDS
education and support org. We help meet
the needs of those affected by HTV/AIDS
and increase public awareness. For free
monthly newsletter, call 214-AIDS or
write "Heart to Heart," PO Box 633,
Carrollton, GA 30117.
Support Group for HTV positive physicians and dentists. For more information contact 634-0672.
P.A.L.S. Pets Are Laving Support Providing P.W.A.S with information on
obtaining canine and feline companions,
free pet food and reduced vet care. WE
NEED YOUR HELP! Donations fapet supplies and food. Transportation of
food and pets. Foster homes. Donate.
Volunteer. 876-7257. Leave message.
AID Atlanta: the Southeast's largest
non-profit AIDS service agency. Services include education, case management, transportation, housing, buddy
program, practical support, homeless services, pediatric services, support groups,
AIDS Information Line. Call 872-0600
for more information.

CARROLLTON You don't have to deal
with HTV/AIDS alone. All groups are
held weekly- confidential and free of
charge. PWA/HIV Support Group, call
214-8054. Friends & Family o'PWA/
HIV, call Margo Barnard at 832-9866.
AIDS Bereavement Group, call Pick
Conner at 836-6505 (days) or 834-8195
(eve).
AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 8889991 - new project of the Feminist
Women's Health Ctr. Learn how HIV is
transmitted, testing locations, how to
clean your "works," how to use condoms, dental dams or anything about
HIV and AIDS. Trained phone counselors 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm
Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured. To
volunteer call Tonia at 874-7551.
SPIRITUAL HEALING CLINIC for
HV/PWA, caregivers, loved ones. First
Tucs. evening of each month. Facilitators trained & certified. Based on Brazilian spiritual healing clinics. For reservations & info call 634-9693 or 2569144.
Jerusalem House houses up to 23 homeless PWAs. Our facility has expanded
& needs help to furnish the new rooms.
Individual / corporate donations needed
/ accepted. Send checks / pledges to
Jerusalem House, Furnishings Prog, 100
Edgewood Ave, NE, Ste_1002, Atl., GA
30303 or call 527-7627 for info.
HTV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for
African Am. Wed. eve., transportation
avail; Family support group for loved
ones of HI V+ African Am.; "Latex Lovers" sex-pos. HTV prevention prog, for
GBM (need volunteers also); FREE
ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS, counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity) begins mid Feb. For confidential
info call OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922.

Want to meet new friends and have community? Enjoy new activities? Join the
day program at Common Ground for
people living with HIV/AIDS. Mon-Fri,
10:30-3:30. Call 874-6425 for information. Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network.
Tuesday Night at The Shrine - A
weekly dinner open to ALL individuals
with HTV. Tuesday at 6pm. Come and
have some fun, laughs and great food.
The Shrine is located at 48 MLK Jr. Dr.,
Atlanta on the corner of Central Ave.
FREE. For information call Alan
Dillmann, 521-1866.
HIV/AIDS SUPPORT GROUPS IN

JANUARY
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HIV HEALING &. SUPPORT GROUP.
Facilitated group for HTV+ persons wishing to explore emotional and spiritual
therapies in warm, safe environment 2nd
& 4th Tuesdays, 7:30-9pm. Uniry-Midtown Church Activity Center, 1065
Spring. 874-1937.
AIDSCHAIM: Congregation Bet
Haverim sponsors a support group for
those affected by the AIDS crisis. Meets
the 1st & 3rd Thurs. at 7:30pm, Friends

Meeting House, 701 W. Howard St.,
Decatur. Info/Directions? Edie, 6423467.
P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health
is a supportive network of HTV+ persons who share positive health attitudes
and want to meet similarly oriented
people for social and emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUBABC provides access to optional treatments for the HIV community in the
Southeast Hours are 12-5 PM, Tuesday
through Friday. We are located at 44
Twelfth St, NE, with parking in the
rear. For more information phone (404)
874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320, or write
P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 303577003.
Atlanta Gay Center —Plus groups for
MV-affected people. Fridays, 8:00pm
and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street.
Call 876-5372 for more info. Helpline,
892-0661, for info, counseling and referral. 6:00-11:00pm 365 days a year.
ACT UP/Atlanta: 874-6782 (office &
24hr. voice mail)
AIDS Information Line / GA ToilFree AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous
information and referral services. In Atlanta: 876-9944; Toll-free: 1-800-5512728 (voice/TTY)

Announcements
Winning legal rights for lesbians and
lesbian households in court often relies
on hard evidence (facts) about our households and the tough choices we face.
Information on the economic status of
lesbians and lesbian households is sorely
lacking in the U.S. You can help change
this situation by volunteering to participate in a confidential, anonymous survey on The Economic Status of Lesbians and Lesbian Households, conducted
by an economist-journalist partnership,
with funding from Elon College. Please
send your name and address to: ECONOMIC SURVEY, Kathryn LarsonConstance Tanczo, 1369 Springwood
Church Road, Burlington, NC 27215.
(5.46)

Nationwide Gay Pilot's Assoc. Newsletter, personals, chapters, events, totally
discreet 703-660-3852. P.O. Box 1291,
Alexandria, VA 22313. (5,48)
CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS Emergence/
Atlanta has just formed. A group for
Lesbians/Gays interested in studying
Christian Science/Metaphysics. (404)
215-0585. (5.52)

Employment

program. $95 NHSI, 1124 Wynfield
Trace, Norcross, GA 3009Z (5.46)

PERSONAL GROWTH
Alchemical Hypnotherapy manifested
from David Quigley's journey inward
from depression to his destiny helping
thousands rapidly clear emotions & sefactualizc Jan. 14 Innerspacc, 7:30-10:00,
$10 adv/$15 door. 289-2343. (5.47)

Merchandise

PART TIME
$200-$500 WEEKLY—Assemble products at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid direct Fully Guaranteed. FREE Information^ Hour Hotline. 801-3792900. Copyright #GA015850. (6.1)

FULLTIME
Dynamic, Macintosh-literate for small,
progressive desktop publishing environment Microsoft Word and Pagemaker
knowledge mandatory. IBM and offset
printing background a plus. Resume and
salary requirement to: 224 Greenwood
Circle, Decatur, Georgia 30030. (5.46)

SEBCING
OFFICE/CUSTOMER SERVICE
Gay male seeking part time employment
evenings and weekends. Experienced in
office equipment, word processing, and
customer service. Excellent references
and stable employment history. Please
contact Mark at (404) 325-7600 to set
up interview. (5.48)
ITERIOR PAINTER—Price negotiable.
Will provide references. Call Barb 9397050. (5.46)

STUff/GARAGE SALES
Beautimous Druhry Rug: 32"xl44" Hall
Runner. Dark green with simple mauveblue-white floral design; a compliment
to any nouveau butch or femme decor.
Also PacTel Bravo Pager. It buzzes, it
beeps, it lights up in the dark. 16 number memory—The Perfect Companion!
Call 622-4124. Lve. mssg. (5.48)

RETAIL

BuckheadTMidtown home. Near, 75,85
and Peachtrec St Newly renovated, 2
BR, 1/2 bath, central air, dishwasher,
disposal. Vaulted ceilings, decks—$750.
876-3430. (5.47)
2 Bedroom home in Ormewood/ Grant
Park. Newly renovated, hardwood floors,
CH/A, deck, wooded lot, w/creek, artist
studio. Quaint/Private. S595/mo. Call
622-1391. (5.47)
INMAN PARK-Dramatic 3 BR, 2 1/2
BA Townhouse, vaulted ceiling LR w/
sep DR, skylights, hdwd firs, balconies,
fplc, sec sys, breakfast room. $1,100/
mo. 523-1209. (5.48)
3 BR, 2 1/2 BA Stn./Mtn. house. Easy
access Memorial Dr. and 78. Fireplace,
deck, garage. Reduced rent for chores.
876-1454.(5.46)

FOR SALE
Decatur/Agnes Scott. Cozy 4 BR, 2 BA,
hdwd floors, excellent for roommates.
Tax saver, special financing. Bob,
Coldwell Banker 371-0817. (5.47)

Liquid Aromas—For order form of the
highest quality aromas send name to:
The Image Factory, Box 190813, Dallas, TX 75219 (5.47)

Roommates
GF/M to share 3 BR, 2 1/2 BA home in
Austell. Fireplace, private deck, garage,
in quiet area. $350/mo. No dogs pis.
819-9941.(5.47)

Desperately Seeking loving gay & lesbian homes for 10 cats, all spayed &
neutered, 2 dogs. All these animals were
abused or strays. I took them in and
gave them love and care. Now my home
is broken and so is my heart and I'm
unable to care for them. Please call 9985971.(5.47)

Health

Real Estate

HTNESS

FOR RENT

LOVEYOURSELF!

Candler Park-Lake Claire. Immaculate
2 BR, 1BA with full bsmt, W/D, CH/A,
alarm. Quiet deadend street $800. 3782471.(5.46)

Clean your body of toxins and chemicals, boost immunity! Simple, natural

VA-Highlands GWM, quiet, professional, non-smoker to share bungalow 2 BR, 1 BA, den. A/C, W/D, must like
cats. $350 + 1/2 mil. 842-0924. (5.47)
GWF seeks same to share 3 BR, 1 BA
duplex. $345 per mo. + 1/2 util. Ph.
875-0231.(5.46)
Decatur GWF seeks roommate. Washer,
Dryer, Fenced yard. $300/month and 1/
2 utilities, 377-0934. (5.46)
SHARE LARGE 3 BR Apt, 1-75 /
Howell Mill, Separate bathroom. Utilities, Washer/Dryer included. Nonsmoker, male only. S350/monih. 3529095. (5.46)
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TO PLACE AN AD

MISpNntS: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to SOUTHERN VOICE
CLASSIFIEDS P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.

Individual Rates:

Business Ad Rates:

Categories indicated by asterisks (*).
NON-BUSINESS.
20 words
$3.00 minimum
each additional word
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Giant headlines
$3.00

$12.00 minimum
20 words
Giant headlines
$3.00
After 4 issues:
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$1.00
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Giant headline @ 3.00
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Giant headline @ 3.00
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TOTAL COST

Ad POllCy: Southern Voice reserves th A ^
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads no^i
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
State.
No refunds for early cancellation.

Atlanta, GA 30316
DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm

In Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE.

Category.
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P.O. Box 18215

(404) 876-1819
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE
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FREE
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FREE
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Giant headlines
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me, let's get together! IT 1124

Service
HOUSE CLEANING—Too much to
do...too little time? I'm dependable &
offer reasonable rates. Call Debby 3733619.(5.47) .

GWF, romantic, feminine, 32, attractive, intelligent, searching for similar sincere WF who desires honest caring
friendship (Atlanta, Macon, Covington).
tt 1123
WF, 26, 5'11", 140 lbs, br/br, looking
for gay/bi female for fun, friendship,
and who knows. Femmie, no butches,
21-35. Fit & no drugs. tt 1126

Travel
SKI CRESTED BUTTE, COLORADO.
Gay owned bed and breakfast in historic
mountain town. Hot tub, gourmet breakfast, ski bus, apres ski parties, more.
Call for lift-lodging packages. (303) 3491201. (5.50-E.I.)

Volunteers

CUMBERLAND AREA
Southern Voice is looking for an individual who works intown and lives near
Cumberland Mall (or Vice-Versa) who
can deliver papers to the Cumberland
area weekly, ail Gary 876-1831. (5.46)
Volunteer Counselors are needed for
Grady's Infectious Disease Clinic Help
orient new patients to HIV, clinic services, and healthful living skills. Contact John H. Templeton at 616-2440.
AID Atlanta is recruiting volunteers to
becomefacilitators for SAFE SEX Parties in the gay community. These parties are lots of fun. Also volunteers to
conduct safer sexAisk reduction workshops. Call Pat Grindel for information
—872-0600. Volunteers needed in various areas of AIDS service and education. Training provided. Call AID Atlanta, 872-0600.
PROJECT OPEN HAND needs volunteers to prepare and/or deliver meals to
PWAs Monday through Saturday. A few
hours a month can make a lot of difference. Contact Ralph McKay at 5254620.

Voice Connection
WOMBH
GBF, 27, new to Atlanta, discreet Enjoys a night in rather than a night out.
Wants a fern for friendship. tt 1239
GBF, 5'8", 139 lbs seeks GF who is
intelligent and serious about a friendship and possible relationship, tt 1231
GWF seeks same age 30-38, intelligent,
attractive, good values, emotionally
healthy, playful. No drugs or smokers.
tt 1232
'
Progressive GWF looking for other progressive women for friendship or possible relationship, tt 1235
Attractive, atentive, gregarious, honest,
intelligent, intense, off-the-wall, romantic sensual, late 30's, travelling professional needs affectionate, eclectic, striking, sexually adventurous sophisticate
for weekend romantic pursuits. No
flakes, druggies or gamers (I don't know
the rules!). tt 1127
GF seeks that special someone to fill
her arms-—and warm her nights. Call

JANUARY

one, 32, slender & attractive, seeking
tall, slender, handsome woman to share
quality time. V 1020
GBF, 38, professional, attractive, very
effeminate, seeks the ideal aggressive
female for serious relationship. Butches
welcome. V 1019
Fern GWF, 22, into politics as well as
old-fashioned romance. Seeking butch
for possible relationship. TRAY - tt
1022

Attractive GWF with chronic fatigue
syndrome seeking same for walks, picnics, books, friendship & life in the slow
lane. tt 1113

New to Atlanta, GBF, in search of that
special lady who's not afraid of an interracial relationship. B 1003

GWF, 28, professional, well-educated,
cultured, refined, feminine, attractive,
seeks sophisticated, feminine GWF who
possesses good values for friendship /
monogamous relationship. We'll share
sports, travel, theater, dining. tt 1106

Looking for a fun-loving friend-lover
near Asheville, NC. I am feminine,
healthy, a tittle shy, goofy (not looking), 30, and very much alive BIWF.
Call me, talk to me, how else will we
ever meet? V 1025

Pretty GBF seeks loving counterpart.
Should enjoy books, classic jazz, cards,
outdoor activities. Should detest drugs,
alcohol, Madonna, cigarettes. IT 1099

Very attractive, feminine GWF, 31, professional, non-smoker who loves the arts,
travel and theatre seeking same for fun
or possible relationship. V 1021

GWF Couple (27,26) seek other GWF
couples for platonic friendships for movies, dinner, going out, etc. Please call
Tt 1094.

GBF, 33, good looking, fun loving, serious, aggressive, drug free. Seeking 100%
lesbian, 19-33 years old, companion to
travel with on a Cairibean vacation. Absolutely no bisexuals, smokers, no drugs,
for friendship and possible romance. ^
1017
,

GWF, 22, responsible, educated, crazy,
wide-open, kind-hearted. New to GA.
Looking for similar new buddies. P.S. Having dance withdrawals. IT 1102
Lifting weights is not the only thing this
GBF has the arms for. Feminine smile
and gentle touch needed. tt 1097
GBF, Floridian: Quiet, sensitive, cerebral, professional, avid reader, traveler.
Into New Age thought Seeking like-,
minded sisters for correspondence /
friendship. IT 1093
Cute, feminine, GWF, 26, educated,
motivated, professional, energetic, somewhat wild and wacky, seeks kindred spirits. No drugs or butch. IT 1024
GWF, 28, intelligent, feminine, attractive non-smoker who lives near
Asheville, North Carolina. Loves outdoors and romance. Seeks girlfriend for
friendship, possibly more. Vt 1018
GWF, femme, 25, w/5yr. old daughter
seeks GFs for friendship. The rest is
destiny's call. Call me today! tt 1026
GWF seeks attractive, romantic lesbian
over 30 for relationship. IT 1028
GF seeks fun, intelligent, good looking
female for friendship, possible relationship. Me: 5'8", 150 lbs and a good catch.
tt 1075
Youthful GWF, mature BiWF seeking
differently pleasured females for roleplaying, fantasy. Instructions for beginners. POB 620021, Atlanta, GA 30362.
tt 1074
30 year old GBF looking for 30 & up
GBF. No drugs and no drinking, tt
1023
GW Feminine, Latin Lover. Sexy, 5'7",
1251bs - 30 something. Independent,
strong. Funny. You—tall blonde feminine - 30 something - opposites attract!
tt 1029
Hot Chocolate professional, mother of

GF with interstial cyctitis wants to meet
other G females with interstial cystitis
to form support group. Confidentiality
assured, tt 1015
Single black female, 30, professional,
discreet, seeking same. Enjoy movies,
theatre, music and love to have fun. tt
1007
Pretty GBF, 25, 5'5", 120 lbs, very affectionate. Seeks gay fern female who's
intelligent and serious about a friendship/relationship. TT 1013
GWF, 30, lonely, heart broken, seeking
GWF for friendship, possible relationship. No more games. Honest, serious.
Loves outdoors, movies and more. IT
1002
GBF, 22 looking for GF's between 21
& 30. For friendship and possible relationship, tt 1014
F musician seeks others (M/F) for new
band. Blues / Rock / Folk / Country. No
pop. It scares me. V 1011

MEN
Gdlkg GWM, 32, rdsh br./gr., cleanshaven, 5*10 1/2", 189#, healthy, good
stocky build, collegiate/professional
type, sks collegiate/professional type, 2242, with ticklish feet for hot tickle sessions. "Bottoms" only. Sane, sensual,
safe fun. Live in Birmingham but can
travel, tt 1241
GWM 54,5'10", 165, healthy, mature,
romantic, secure professional seeks quality, slender GBM, age unimportant, for
friendship, perhaps relationship, tt
1242
Adolescent Florida Executive, 6 ft, 170
lbs. Blond. ISO spontaneous, artsy,
skinny, young companion for dinner,
romance here, sailing, diving, vacations
there, tt 1240

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL

GBM, 25, sexy, versatile, endowed,
seeks brother w/similar qualities and w/
sincere interest in developing friendship
into more. No ferns, tt 1238
WM, 32, 5'10", 155#, F/A, loner type
seeks fellow non-fam WM Southerner
30-50 wanting possible one-on-one relationship, tt 1237
BM seeks masculine BM to become ?
buddies, tt 1236
Good looking GWM, 6'1", 190, successful, secure, romantic top seeks relationship oriented cute bottom, 28-38. B
1234
Tall, dark, hairy, sexy black male, 28,
bottom, seeks single, mature topman for
mutual friendship and more. No ferns.
Call for details, tt 1233
GBM, tall, athletic, professional, discreet, youthful 33, masculine, seeks sexy
similar for friendship, fun, mutual enrichment, tt 1120
GWM, 32, 5'9", 142 lbs. Professional,
handsome, seeks same. B 1125
Responsible, stable, mature, romantic
WM - masculine, 40s, professional.
Great mentor. Seeks quality friendship
with novice / curious WM 18-25. Discretion Assured, tt 1115
BM, 30's masculine, endowed, versatile, trim, seeks same in Hispanic or BM.
tt 1116
Very goodlooking WM, 26, clean cut,
muscular, AU-American looks, seeks
wealthy, generous, supportive WM for
mutually beneficial fun. Any age,
weight tt 1117
HOT TOP: Cleancut, boyish, 38, blue
eyes, plays safe. Seeks cute bottom for
hotfun. tt 1118
French passive seeks buddy. Dominant
white professional wants agressive
French active companion. Affectionate
man for hungry partner. Let's start something! tt 1119
MB 25, 6', 170 lbs, new to town seeks
other males 21-35 for friendship. Interested? Leave msg. tt 1112
Good looking, fun, passive HTV+ man,
new to Atlanta wants safe kink (bondage, spanking, etc.). Also into local music scene. ^ 1114
GWM, 36, HTV+, healthy, discreet,
masculine, submissive seeks BM top for
friendship, fun, weekends in Atlanta.
POB 928, Athens 30603. tt 1109
Latino GWM, 24,6', sincere, good personality, seeks secure male for friendship—possible relationship, nice unimportant Healthy, no ferns please, tt
1108
GWM 35,6', 165, versatile, seeks single
masculine hairy GWM over 6' for friendship & poss. relationship. No head
games, tt 1110
Are you out there? GWM, 29, seeks
honest, caring GBM (21-40) Prince
Charming. I want my happily ever after,
tt 1111
GWM 50; seeks younger, mature, masculine, non-smoking GWM/GAM who

365-8127
VOICE MALE BOX 1-900-820-7222
$1.50 PER MINUTE AOK, Inc.. Atlanta, GA
IYIKOIH ("HOYS. P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, G A 30355

Submissive, GWM 48, eager, willing,
ready to serve. Seeks aggressive, strict,
well built, top, dominant with small fist
Call soon!! V 1104
WM, 34, attractive, well built masculine, with strong intellectual curiosity
seeks that same combination in someone else, 27-38. tt 1107
GWM, 34, 5'8", 1601b., BR/BL.
Goodlooking, athletic, muscular. Cultured, well-educated, stable, masculine,
romantic, adventurous. Seeks same in
mature GWM 3045. tt 1100
Novice GWM Slave Boy, short, cute,
lean, muscular, hairy, 35. Seeks light
training from Muscular Daddy, GWM,
HIV-, smoke/drug free, tt 1105
BiWM 6'4" 2601bs, 34, looking for
sportsminded BM masc. (TOP) discreet
to handle it TT 1091
GWM, 29, attractive, 5'5", 1321bs,BRN/
BRN, beard, moustache, hairy. Seeks
attractive 6'+, 30's, non-smoking GWM
for relationship. Tt 1092
WM, masculine, 6'3", 185 lbs.,43, HTV, closeted, seeks only similar, masculine, HJV-, hung, WM for private regular mutual satisfaction, tt 1098
GWM, 37, BL/Blue, attractive, intelligent, healthy, passionate, masculine,
trim, muscular, hairy, long "married"
and homy. Seeks attractive, daytime top
buddy, tt 1096
GWM, 25,5'3", 135, br/bl, looking for
hot safe times with 35 or younger top.
PR, Latino, Oriental preferred. TT 1095
GWM, 41, 5'11", 165, BR/BL, romantic, relationship oriented, looking for
long term relationship with caring,
down-to-earth WM, 26-32. Call TT
1080
GWM,5'8", 160#, healthy, professional,
generous, seeks lunch partner and afternoon relaxations, tt 1082
GWM, 29, 5*11, 170, BR/BL. Attractive, receding, honest, monogamous.
Seeks safe, romantic, fit smooth WM
around same age. Possibly permanent
relationship, tt 1084
Attractive GWM, 33, with boyish good
looks, in great shape, seeks young, handsome, hunky GBM for hot times and
friendship, tt 1090
GWM, 50; apiarist, aviculrnrist, herbalist horticulturist; humble, meek, healthy
seeks masculine, aggressive partner to
share simple country life (handicapped
welcome), tt 1089
GWM 38,170,6', clean cut daddy type.
Work out Seeks 25-40 for submissive
relationship, non-smoker, HJV neg. tt
1087
White male bottom looking for top man,
any race or age for daytime gettogethers—very discreet tt 1086
GWM, 30, country music lover eager to
learn C&W dance, needs partner,
teacher, new friends. Interested? Please
respond, tt 1079

Above average, masculine GWM 40
seeks similar attractive and sincere
GWM 25-40 for relationship. POB
550183, Atlanta, 30355. tt 1083
GWM 37,6'2",200, smooth uncut seeks
hairy bearded guy 30-40 for friendship
or more. Smoker OK. Tt 1085
Wrestlers wanted by athletic WM 5'11",
190#. tt 1068
GWM, 25, honest, sincere, looking for
GWM 28-35 for good times, possible
friendship leading to solid relationship.
tt 1065
GWM, 39, handsome, professional, masculine, healthy, in shape, hairy, homy.
Seeks attractive top for discrete, safe
daytime fun & friendship. TT 1067
GWM, 29,5'9", 160, Br/Hz. Very masculine, good-looking, muscular, healthconscious, honest, educated, highachiever, humanitarian, stable, laid-back,
casual, playful, out-going, open-minded,
with varied interests, seeks same, tt
1066
GWM, 26, college student, 6'0", 165
lbs, muscular, clean-cut looking for
wealthy WM for fun and excitement,
any age, weight. Tt 1060
GWCM, 23, seeks non-smoking GWCM
18-30 with a genuine love for life and
laughter to help paint "picket fences."
tt 1078
GBM, 5'9" - 196 lbs. seeks top GBM
for honest, serious friendship and or relationship. Serious persons please. TT
1077
WM, 25,5'9", 175 lbs., seeks other nonstereotypical WM 18-30 for friendship
or more. I live in Chattanooga but travel
to Atlanta weekly. All answered, tt
1062
GBM, 36, 6'4", 185#; Top seeks tall
and/or fat GWM into GR; welcome bald,
beards, gray, hirsute, big feet tt 1055
GBM, 35, Ph.D., honest, sincere, professional, financially secure, aggressive,
seeks GWM, Italian, Hispanic with similar qualities. Let's talk / get acquainted,
tt 1050
GWM, 22, college student feels disgusted by the effeminacy and crudeness
typical of gays; is looking for someone
else who is not at home among them.
tt 1049
GWM, 30, 5*9", BL/BL, 170, looking
for my "thirtysomething." Call
VOICEbox for addres or leave message.
tt 1061
GWM, 32, 5'ir. 165, HIV neg, short
black hair, dark eyed top man needs
light hair blued eyed bottom boy. tt
1059
WM, 29, 6ft, 175, Bruce Willis type,
DISCREET, closeted, seeks long, monogamous relatinship with same. Henry,
Rockdale areas, tt 1058
BM, 18, 5'8", bottom seeks masculine
male, any race, for fun, friendship and
much more, tt 1048
GWM, 29, Professional, nice-looking,
HIV positive, is interested in meeting
similar professional guys for friendship
or possible relationship, tt 1052

VOICE CONNECTION
MBS

TQ PLACE FREE AD
Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
$10.00 or you may use your own PO Box for $5.00.
Mail or drop off your completed order for with
payment. A simple instruction sheet will be
mailed to you which will enable you to
record your spoken message
AT NO COST.

AA*

Plus tolls, if any. to appear on phone bill.

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

appreciates the companionship of an
older gentleman for possible relationship, tt 1103
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TO RESPOND

Check each week's paper for ads
which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
symbol tt and call 1-900-370-4099. The
ft*system will guide you to the recorded message of
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
charged to your phone bill.

VSi

CALL NOW ($1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.)

SOUTHERN

VOICE

GBM, 20,6'3", 175, very attractive exmodel, seeks attractive, fit, professional
yet fun GWM 21-35 for friendship or
more, a 1051
Beguiling GBM, 30, Attractive-LongHair (bottom), seeks dominant attractive (top) but sensitive GWM Italian or
Hispanic for relationship, good times.
B 1038

JANUARY

MEET
EVERYBODY SHOULD DO IT

WM, 31,6'3", 230 lbs, professional, enjoys local music scene, movies, Braves,
concerts, wants to meet intelligent nonstereotypical friends. TX 1045
Asians, Blacks, Hispanics! Mature WM,
hot, fun, physical, more. Beginners welcome. ^T 1043
Senior seeks to mentor, pamper, and
have day-time relaxation and fun with
attractive male 20-40. S1 1072
Attractive GWM, 35, MV+, seeks other
GWMs for friendship & fun, I'm 5'6"
Bl/Bl, 122#. Healthy. Call W 1079

FREE
Gay Chat Line
(401) 861-8000
Free Code: 0-8-2-5-1-0

No 900 charges. No 976 charges.
Just give us a call and then enter
your free membership number to
talk to the next caller. You only
pay standard tolls of about 110 a
minute at night. The
BuddySystem®

FREE
W OFFER HOT MEN TO FIT ALL DESIRES.

1-800-733

LOCAL MEN
PICKED BY YOUR AREA CODE
NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED

Choose from Live Connections, Private
ONE-ON-ONE, RE-MATCH or Bulletin Board.
MEET/LINE ™ Gay owned and operated.
Supporting our community every way possible.

mmiu
6 3 3 8

•CALL NOW FOR A FREE SAMPLE OF THE
SEXIEST TALK AVAILABLE ON ANY PHONE
SERVICE! •THESELECT CONNECT PHONE
SERVICE CAN CONNECT YOU TO MEN IN

* NO 900 BILLING CHARGES.
USE YOUR CREDIT CARD OR BE
BILLED DISCREETLY TO YOUR
PHONE. • SELECT CONNECT
WILL FULFILL YOUR FANTASIES.

££ CALL! mm>5W

.ECT CONNECT PHONE SERVICE
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Two Great
Ways to
Meet the
Right One
Meet the men you
want to meet from
Atlanta with
The Gay Connection.
Speak privately
one-on-one with
others who share
your interests. Then
call Gay Selections
and listen to
"voice personal"
messages and
respond with a
message of your own
using private
Voice Mail Boxes.

THE GAY
CONNECTION™
For Atlanta

LIVE ONE-ON-ONE

1-900-287-MEET
Only 99<£ per minute
B 3 3 8
Free access # (404) 524-6338

VOICE PERSONALS

1-900-860-4747
Only $1 per min., $2 first min.
Free access # (404) 521-2111
Must be 18 years or older. ©Jartel, Inc., 1992

